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266111X PILLOWS & QUILTS. By Jo Colwill. Create gorgeous pillows and quilts for your home with these unique designs. Inspired by her popular patchwork and quilting classes at Cowslip Workshops, Jo has compiled this collection of her favorite projects. Includes a quilt pattern for the Advent Quilt. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8 ⅝x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $2.95

5750784 50 PINCUSHIONS TO KNIT & CROCHET. By Cat Thomas. Offers a wonderful collection of patterns for pincushions of all shapes and sizes, from traditional shapes to elegant florals to colorful fruits. Each pattern comes with clear instructions, ideas for assembling, suggestions for yarn and color choices, and more. Illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $1.95

576904X BEADED BUGS. By Nicola Tedman with J. Power. These 30 projects show you how to make vivid, realistic bugs out of glass beads. The easy to follow instructions will take you from your first simple butterfly to complex 3D insects based on species around the world. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. 7 ¼x8 ¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


5789714 SASHA KAGAN’S CLASSIC COLLECTION. By Gerrie Purcell. Iconic knitwear designer Sasha Kagan treats readers to a retrospective of her work from the past four decades in this beautiful collection of women’s knitwear. Updated and reworked in contemporary yarns, these 20 sweaters, wraps, and jackets are just as wearable today as they were when they were created. Well illus., most in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

269204X THE LINCOLN MUSEUM QUILT. By B. Brackman & D. Rowden. Make your own Lincoln quilt with this informative guide. This quilt was created especially for the cabin exhibit at the Abraham Lincoln Museum in Springfield, Illinois. Includes complete instructions along with a little history about quilts on the frontier. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95

6730140 BEAD NECKLACES: Threads Selects. By Susan Beal. Includes more than a dozen designs such as a Caribbean Collar Necklace, Fiery Heart Necklace and a Diamonds and Drops Collar Necklace. Plus a special techniques section for bead stringing, wirework and other jewelry making know-how. Color photos. 31 pages. Taunton. 8 ½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5890594 AT HOME WITH MODERN JUNE: 27 Sewing Projects for Your Handmade Lifestyle. By Kelly McCants. These vintage inspired projects feature such projects as a barstool makeover and a bench redo, along with favorites like quilts, aprons, and shades. Make yourself a giant Mood Board, a sewing carry-all and a sewing machine cover. Patterns and instructions are included. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

4628632 FLOWERS OF THE MONTH GRANNY SQUARES. The vibrancy of spring comes together with the elegance of crochet to create these 12 Granny square designs—many of which feature 3D elements—each inspired by a flower of the month. Bring them all together into one blanket using this book as your guide. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.

6832490 FREE-MOTION MACHINE QUILTING. By Don Linn. Refine your free-motion skills with a series of machine quilting exercises. Master a variety of techniques, including perfectly straight points, absolutely straight lines, and smooth curves. Choose from 50 quilting designs or gain the confidence to draw your own. Wellillus., some color. 80 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$3.95**

3684434 WE LOVE COLOR: 16 Iconic Quilt Designers Create with Solids. Compiled by Susanne Woods. Offers a fresh selection of bold and beautiful quilts in both modern and traditional styles. You’ll have the opportunity to experiment with precision piecing, improvisational quilting, or free-form quilting. Wellillus, in color 143 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95. **$2.95**

5963524 THE FARMER’S WIFE 1930S SAMPLER QUILT. By Laurie Aaron Hird. In the early 20th century,illage structures were filled with inspiration and positivity in the “Letters from Our Farm Women” column. This volume shares 99 of these letters from the magazine, and a traditional quilt block inspired by each one. Includes a CD-ROM with easy to print full-sized templates and printable quilt construction diagrams. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Fons & Porter. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99. **SOLD OUT**

5789195 ART QUILTS AT PLAY. By J. Davila & E. Waterston. Expand your artistic horizons and learn exciting new ways to play with surface design techniques and material manipulation. Techniques and creative designs are highlighted and inspired by the photo gallery of work created by other artists. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$3.95**

3683532 AMISH CRIB QUILTS FROM THE MIDWEST: The Sara Miller Collection. By Janneken Smucker et al. A rare collection of 90 antique Amish quilts for children is showcased in this colorful volume. Few antique Amish crib quilts remain because they were put to hard use in large families, typically hanging at arm’s length. Wellillus., color. 108 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$2.95**

7582224 MAVERICK QUILTS: Using Large-Scale Prints, Novelty Fabrics & Panels with Panache. By Alethea Ballard. Take advantage of bold and creativity with these ten projects. Each one teaches you how to mix and match your favorite large-scale prints, novelties, and panels with other colorful fabrics to create eye-catching, dazzling quilts. Fullcolor. In color. 80 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$4.95**

4615913 DRAFTING FOR THE CREATIVE QUILTER: Easy Techniques for Designing Your Quilts, Your Way. By Sally Collins. Here is everything you ever wanted to know about drafting quilt design. Collins provides simple step by step instructions for drafting grid-based blocks, star blocks, circular patterns, and more. Includes three projects, each with a varying level of difficulty. Wellillus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. **$3.95**

683387X WE GATHER TOGETHER: A Harvest of Quilts. By Jan Patek. Pumpkins have never looked so long or looked so royal, and they do on these soft, curly quilts. Toss in a mix of leaves, crows, cats and stars and you’ll find a lively harvest of autumn quilts. These primitive quilts such as Pumpkin Man, Pumpkins, Turkeys, and Geese will warm your heart as well as your home. Wellillus., some in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. **$4.95**

6567649 PAPER PIECING PERFECT POINTS: 13 Fabulous Quilt Patterns. By Del火车 Kong. Offers 13 designs that are pieced for precision. Choose from 14 updated variations of Mariner’s Compass, Palm, Wheel, and Flying Geese blocks; enjoy the process and the results with large-sized blocks; and discover the prescribed complement of bold looks that can achieve with paper piecing. Fullyillus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. **$3.95**


3679152 BIG-BLOCK QUILTS BY MAGIC. By Nancy Johnson-Stebo. Punch up your decor with an ensemble designed by top block designer. Features 30 projects from squares and rectangles using the easy and accurate “diamond-free” technique, with 14 bonus quilting designs. Illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$3.95**

1841122 TIPS FOR QUILTING. By the Staff of The Old Country Store. For anyone interested in quilting, this guide is full of hints, shortcuts, and practical know-how from experienced quilters. Among the topics covered are the best battings to use, how to resist some lengthy piecing projects, and match full-size, traceable embroidery designs. Embellish your quilts and pillows with photos, beads, buttons, and personal mementos. Fullyillus. in color. 192 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

3684616 MORE FAVORITE TRADITIONAL QUILTS MADE EASY: By Jo Parrott. This collection gives quilters everywhere more of what they love: old-time favorites! Choose from seven impressive projects plus two bonus projects. Designs include A Storm at Sea, Broken Star, Geese in Flight, and more. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Martingale. 8⅛x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$2.95**

6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who helped the pioneer family survive. Blocks are created for inspiration for the quick and easy quilting blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of some of our American heroes. Wellillus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **$3.95**

5771757 QUILT A NEW CHRISTMAS WITH PIECE D’OEUVRE DESIGNS. By B. Goldsmith & L. Jenkins. Whip up some holiday whimsy with these fun, fresh patterns for Christmas stockings, lap quilts, and wall hangings. Features fully-sized templates for each applique, quilting, and pieced for precision. Fullyillus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. **$3.95**
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SOLD OUT

6704425 SIMPLE STYLE: Easy Weekend Quilts. By Sara Diepersloot. Show off your fabrics in big blocks or a dozen smaller ones. Easy enough for beginners, intriguing enough for seasoned quilters, these designs will put your fabrics on center stage. Over 15 great patterns. Most are made from squares, strips, or rectangles, and a few feature large triangles just for fun. Full illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

6655110 TWICE AS NICE: Quilts with Scrap-Saving Bonus Projects. By Kari M. Carr. Now you can put every scrap to use (even those trimmed-off corner pieces) with this assortment of eye-catching projects. Choose from six fun quilt patterns, each with a bonus project, such as a wall hanging, pin cushion, or lap quilt, for a total of 12 unique designs. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

$3.95

6529350 QUILT SHOP TOUR: Better Homes and Gardens. Ed. by Beverly Rivers. Highlights 22 exceptional owner-operated quilt shops across the country, telling you a little bit about the shop and its owner as well as providing contact information. Accompanying each shop is a project that relates the owner’s enthusiasm for quilting. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Meredith. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95

$2.95

6773370 LITTLE HOUSE OF QUILTS: 14 Nostalgic Quilts and Projects Inspired by the Writings of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Laura Stone Roberts. From stunning home decor to a seventeen-block Walnut Grove Sampler quilt--mini quilts for kids, you’ll find fourteen projects for almost every room and person in your house. Includes tracing patterns and applique templates as well as easy to follow directions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$7.95

6679570 TRADITIONS FROM ELM CREEK QUILTS. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Bring a bit of Elm Creek into your home by creating the latest quilts inspired by the New York Times best-selling series. Includes the popular Cornucopia of Thanks quilt pattern, with thanks to symbolize what you are thankful for. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$3.95

6734820 AMISH QUILT PATTERNS 3 Traditional Patterns + 8 More than 200 Inspiring Photographs of Amish Quilts. By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Amish Quilt Patterns and companion book The World of Amish Quilts are combined into one lavishly illustrated volume. Offers over 30 full-size patterns, patterns and color suggestions to recreate the charm of the antique masterpieces. Also includes detailed drawings, diagrams, and templates. 253 pages. Good Books. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95

$4.95

6587240 FROM THE BEDROOM TO THE BARNYARD: A Nine-Block Sampler Honoring Barn Quilts. By Kansas City Star Quilts. “Corn and Beans, Hovering Hawks,” “Railroad Crossing” and “Variable Star,” are just a few of the patterns included, with easy-to-follow instructions to create your own quilts. Also featured is a history of some of America’s barn-quilt art and barn-quilt trails that span across America’s beautiful countryside. Includes over 60 color illus. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$4.95

5895332 POLKA DOT CHRISTMAS. By S. Harvey & S. Boobar. Polka dots for Christmas? Why not! Each festive quilt or other holiday project is splashed with polka dots for a contemporary twist to the traditional holiday style. Step by step instructions for each project and directions for making fanciful finishing edges for the quilts. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

666261X KIM SCHAFFER’S SKINNY QUILTS: T5 Bed Runners, Table Toppers & Washday Wallhangers. Ed. by Liz Ane Lopez. These six-inch blocks are a great way to bring your scrap stash to life and accent a tablecloth or decorate a narrow wall with pizzazz. Using both applique and piecing techniques in a variety of color palettes and styles, these projects are easy to design and perfect for last minute gifts and decor. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$3.95


$4.95

3683656 CAROL DOAK’S SIMPLY SENSATIONAL 9-PATCH STARS: Mix & Match Units to Create a Galaxy of Paper-Pieced Quilts. Ed. by Liz Anelski. Features instructions to create five 9-Patch Stars, one for every state, and with quilt projects on which to use them. Includes a CD-ROM with printable patterns. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$3.95


$3.95

6665956 BORDERLAND IN BUTTERFLY & BLUE. By Barbara Brackman. Offering a new perspective on the Civil War, thirteen blocks, each dedicated to a woman whose life was touched by the conflict on the Kansas/Missouri border, are included in this complete step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95

$3.95

5788906 FABRIC SILHOUETTES: Quilted Treasures from the Family Album. By Louise Hastie. Start with an ordinary snapshot, enlarge and transfer key figures to fabric, and stitch to a special fabric background. Offers tips on taking and selecting the photo, and includes ten projects to follow step by step, or design your own. Illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95

$3.95

66567X EASY AND FUN FREE-MOTION QUILTING. By Eva A. Larkin. Turn stippling and simple lines into fabulous designs! Select from different frame styles that can be stitched in any quilt-block size, without tracing or resigning. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

$3.95

6682549 GET YOUR STITCH ON ROUTE 66: Quilts from the Mother Road. By Christina DeArmond et al. Choose from 21 embroidery patterns that are icons of the famous highway, and learn setting techniques for Route 66 quilt. Alternate the blocks with pieced blocks, or divide them with sashing made of amusing “Burma Shave” signs as in Reading the Signs. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

$4.95

6554644 EMBROIDERED QUILTS: From Hands and Hearts. By Christina DeArmond et al. Inspired by antique redwork, the authors have created seven new quilts and three fun projects using both hand embroidery and machine stitching. Offers instructions for five quilts. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95

$6.95

3679632 QUILT BLOCKS ACROSS AMERICA. By Debra Gabel. With these applique patterns for 50 states and Washington, DC, you can make a fun souvenir quilt for your home state, plus every state you’ve visited. The six-inch blocks can be enlarged to any size via the included CD-ROM. Includes a gallery of quilts and other articles to spark your inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

$3.95
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6567487 LISTEN TO YOUR QUILT: Select the Perfect Quilting Every Time—4 Simple Steps. By Barbara Persing. Master your quilt design skills with a variety of free-motion and continuous-line ideas. Try these basic all-over patterns or create a custom heirloom style of your own—no marking required! Fully illus. in color. 72 pgs. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. 3.95

6565324 GOLDEN ALBUM QUILT. By Jinny Beyer. This sampler includes simply constructed blocks like Windmill or Card Trick and more challenging designs like New Millenium. Some blocks showcase curved piecing while others teach you to make perfect compass points. This guide will help you become an expert quilter as you build a stunning sampler quilt to showcase your skills. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95.

6531783 FOUNDATION-PIECED QUILTS: 14 Favorites from Quiltmaker Magazine. Ed. by Mary V. Green. Discover some of Quiltmaker magazine’s most creative foundation-pieced projects, from an impressive list of designers including Mary limestone, Mary Jo Foa, and Joy Robin Robinson. Includes clear step by step directions and full-sized patterns. Projects range from easy to challenging and include bed quilts, wall hangings and a tree skirt. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. 7.95

6567762 SLASH YOUR STASH: Scrap Quilts from McCall’s Quilting. Ed. by Mary V. Green. Enjoy an array of scrap quilts specially selected for their variety of styles, skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Create distinctive patchwork and appliquéd designs from the pages of McCall’s Quilting; gather inspiration from expert designers; and play with a variety of scraps to give your projects depth and individuality. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. 7.95

6561446 STRIPS AND SELVAGES QUILT PATTERN. By Jennifer Sampou. Create a playfully handsome strip-pieced quilt with a unique selvage border (61” x 68½” when finished) using this compact, beginner-friendly guide. Also includes tips on fabric selection. Illus. in color. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. 3.95

6569412 WILD BY DESIGN: Two Hundred Years of Innovation and Artistry in American Quilts. Ed. by Janet Catherine Berlo et al. Explores the American tradition of freewheeling, improvisational, often asymmetrical quilts, whose makers experimented boldly with design, color, and pictorial motifs, including African American, African modern, and art quilts. Fully illus., most in color. 162 pages. UWAf. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. 7.95

6565955 QUILTING AT THE VILLAGE. By Pearl Louise Krush. More than 20 fun and functional projects will add comfort and warmth to any room or space. Use the easy to understand instructions, diagrams and beautiful photos to create your own Inspiration Destination.” 96 pages. All American Crafts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. 7.95

6704166 COMFORT AND DEVOTION: A Quilting Tribute to Nurses of the Civil War. By S. Maxwell & D. Smith. Inspired by the courageous and dedicated stories of Clara Barton and eight other Civil War nurses, quilt designer and Seattle-based Sarah Beth of Humestad Heath have created a classic collection of eight quilts and one patriotic pillow that celebrates the legacy of these extraordinary women. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. 6.95

6555543 THE QUILTERS HALL OF FAME: 42 Masters Who Have Shaped Our Art. Ed. by Mary Kaye Wang & et al. A guide to the world’s most accomplished and famous quilt designers. Features 42 different quilt artists: a rich portal to a fascinating world of quilt making. Fully illus. in color. 9.5x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 7.95

6555556 AUTUMN SPLendor. By Dawn Henn. Celebrate the pleasures of autumn by stitching a charming patch of squash, a cornucopia of flowering delights, and more. Hesse provides a bountiful harvest of six quilts and two coordinating smaller projects—a ruffled dresser scarf and white lace edging—that are sure to warm your home. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95. 3.95

6547853 QUILTMAKER’S 1,000 BLOCKS: A Collection of Quilt Blocks from Today’s Top Designers. Ed. by Carolyn Bear & et al. Quiltmaker magazine is your top resource for blocks from today’s best designers, from innovative traditional to sophisticated modern. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. 2.95

656812X QUILT ME! USING INSPIRATIONAL FABRICS TO CREATE OVER 20 BEAUTIFUL QUILTS. BY JANE BROCKET. Join the author as she rummages through her eclectic fabric stash, and enjoy the spectacular results. 20 unique quilts that truly let the fabric do the talking. Each design is accompanied by step by step instructions for re-creating the results on your own. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Pub. at $27.95. 6.95

6557789 HORN OF PLENTY: For a New Century. By Kathy Delaney. Discover a new twist on old favorites. The patterns for the 22 Horn of Plenty blocks have been taken straight from the archives of The Kansas City Star newspaper and reprinted in their original form. The author then reinterpreted the patterns and dressed them up with new techniques for you to try. Includes complete instructions. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 3.95


6569924 FOR KEEPS: MEANINGFUL MEMORIES IN A QUILT. By Amy Gibson. Retells the stories behind the quilts in the collection of the Quilt Museum at the Quilter’s Hall of Fame. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. 3.95

6564599 ONE-PATCH QUILTS: Twenty to Stitch. By Carolyn Forster. Each of these twenty pretty quilts is built on one repeated patch—squares, hexagons, triangles, clam shells, diamonds, apple cores and more. Includes step by step instructions and a full size template for each shape. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. 7.95
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**6656005 THE SAWTOOTH STAR BLOCK, BOOK 8: A Classic for Today's Quilts**, Ed. by Sue Honey. Take a fresh look at a block pattern that has stood the test of time. Offers detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts; step-by-step finishing basics; a Build It Your Way section with multiple block sizes; and more. Illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

- **$3.95**

**7603509 DARE TO BE SQUARE QUILTING: A Block-by-Block Guide to Making Patchwork and Quilts**, By Boo Davies. With 10 charming quilt designs and 12 eye-popping patchwork projects perfect for afternoon or weekend crafting, this collection showcases fun, stylishly quirky designs that take quilts into new graphic territory using squares and rectangles. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

- **$17.95**
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- **$18.95**

**6664844 WELSH QUILTS.** An authoritative guide that includes the history and art of the quilt in Wales. Explores the origins of Welsh quilting and blanket making and includes chapters on making a quilt, types of quilts, joining and finishing quilts, and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Seren. Paperback import. Pub. at $19.99

- **$18.95**

**4597087 FOUR CENTURIES OF QUILTS: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection.** By L. Baumgarten & K.S. Ivey. Fascinating essays by two noted scholars along with over three hundred superbly photographed quilts detail the evolution of quilts, from the earliest made in India and the Mediterranean for export to the West and dating to the late sixteenth-century, to twentieth-century America, many made by Amish and African American quilters. A superb reference for anyone interested in quilted quilting. 355 pages. Yale. $75.00

- **$54.95**

**5807794 KAFFE FASSSETT’S BOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers.** With Liza Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a bold, three-dimensional look at fabric, and a focus on creating creative process, shedding light on how he creates the vibrant fabrics, quilts, needlepoints, ribbons, floral displays, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilting and seven needlepoint projects designed for beginning to advanced stitchers. Full illus. in color, 224 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00

- **$27.95**

**6846521 MINI WONDERFUL CURVES: 16 Seasonal Quilt Projects Using the QCR Mini.** By Jenny Pedigo et al. Features 16 gorgeous, seasonal quilts and contemporary quilt patterns created with one curved block and the Quick Curve Mini Ruler. Includes detailed project instructions along with helpful techniques. Full illus. in color, 96 pages. Landauer Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

- **$17.95**

**6774385 MAKE YOUR OWN MEDALLION: Mix + Match Blocks and Borders to Build Your Quilt from the Center Out.** By Erin Burke Harris. The essential workbook for quilters who love the timeless look of medallion quilts, includes cutting charts for 30 blocks in up to six sizes; twelve beautiful centers; and six sophisticated quilt patterns in a variety of sizes, ready to add your block borders. All you have to do is grab your favorite fabrics and get started. Full illus. in color. 144 pages. Landauer Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

- **$21.95**

**6840177 KAFFE FASSSETT’S QUILTS IN SWEDEN.** These exciting new quilts, 20 in all, display the gorgeous and dynamic colorways, keen fabric choices, and brilliant designs that Fassett is known for. Each quilt is accompanied by a full reference shot with detailed written instructions, colored piecing diagrams, and a full-size quilt pattern covering all the piecing methods used. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. TeNeues. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **$21.95**


- **$14.95**

**5733227 LITTLE QUILTS.** By S. Fielke & A. Lobisger. Offers fifteen beautiful step-by-step projects for creating adorably small quilts. Using both traditional and contemporary patchwork and quilting techniques, these designs boast the same creativity and attention to detail as any full-size quilt. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


268373 SCRAP QUILTING WITH ALEX ANDERSON. Ed. by Liz Aneloski. Offers complete instructions for six one-block scrap quilts, plus a bonus sampler. Anderson’s lovely designs are accompanied by an inspiring gallery of 11 contemporary and antique scrap quilts. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¼x11/". Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

6730744 MINI QUILTS: Fresh, Fun Patterns to Quilt in a Snap. By Jeni & Jayde Davis. Full-size quilts can take months to create, but mini quilts are a snap, allowing quilters to add a host of skills quickly and easily. Each of these step by step, quick to make projects highlight a special technique, including hand-tying, precision piecing, applique, and more. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

6655823 LEAVING BALTIMORE: A Prairie Album Quilt. By Christina DeAmore et al. Pays tribute to the American pioneer women in heirloom quilt designs that combine traditional patterns and dimensional applique. Includes full-size patterns for nine album blocks and four cutwork blocks, each accompanied by clear, detailed instructions for embellishing your quilt. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

65492X PICK OF THE SEASONS: Quilts to Inspire You Through the Year. By T. Johnson & A. Shier. Celebrate the entire year in quilts with the wonderful projects presented in this volume. Includes eight quilts of varying sizes, instructions, and plenty of inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

6481043 PATCHWORK QUILTS: Traditional Scandinavian Designs for the Modern Quiltmaker. By Trine Bokke. Create keepsakes for the home with these fun, easy to follow designs. Covering everything from color to fabric, the author teaches readers how to make quilts that are both beautiful and comforting, all using the methods of Scandinavian quilt-making tradition. Well illus. in color. 100 pages. Skyhorse. 7½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6699110 SQUARE DANCE, REVISED EDITION: Fashion Quilts from Plain Squares. Ed. by Martha Thompson. Simple squares take teasing twists and tilting turns in this revised edition of a quilting classic. The popular quilt from the first Square Dance is still shown in all-new fabrics. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5790662 AMISH QUILTS: Crafting an American Icon. By Janineken Smucker. Whether considered as art, craft, or commodity, Amish quilts reflect the intersections of consumerism and connoisseurship, religion and commerce, nostalgia and aesthetics. This in-depth study examines all of these aspects, revealing how bed linen transcended their practical use to assume a symbol of new, sophisticated consumer culture. A contemporary masterpiece. 270 pages. Johns Hopkins. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

598347X A RUSSIAN JOURNEY IN QUILTS: The Story of Nicholas and Nina Filatoff. By Tricia Lynn Maloney. Each of the 15 quilt projects in this volume includes a historical section on the people and events that inspired the design. Projects include 11 wall hangings, three table runners and a large bed-sized sampler quilt. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

673085X QUILT LOVE: Simple Projects to Stitch & Treasure. By Cassandra Ellis. Includes 20 patterns for all skill levels, that can be patched to create a one-of-a-kind contemporary treasure. Each project has step by step instructions, and Ellis demonstrates how to stitch together fabrics that remind you of a special time, person, or occasion. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


21.95

6554548 AMERICAN HOMEWOOD QUILTS. By Ellen Murphy. Projects for pieced quilts that celebrate American architecture: nine traditional, pieced quilts come in a variety of sizes and color palettes. Classic-style quilts are perfect for building your skills. Begin with simple squares and work your way up to more challenging patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


5991056 THIMBLEBERRIES QUILTS WITH A NEW ATTITUDE. By Lynette Jensen. Features 23 tried and true quilts designs made in both traditional and modern fabrics such as the Autumn Crescento, Very Merry Tree Skirt, Whirlligig, Blue Ridge Pine and more. Just by "flipping" your fabric you will see how different patterns can be created. Includes 144 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

3645533 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS QUILTING WITH PRECURTS. From the eds. of American Patchwork & Quilting. Precuts all share one common thread: they provide the perfect way to jump-start a quilt project. Use them as a starting point of any one of these 31 fun and easy projects to begin a quilt project. Use them as a starting point of any one of these 31 fun and easy projects to begin a quilt project. Includes eight quilts of varying sizes, instructions, and plenty of inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. HMH. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

4.95


5.95

6655588 LOG CABIN FEVER. By Evelyn Sloppy. Choose from eleven projects that mix traditional Log Cabin blocks with baskets, hearts, stars, and other popular motifs. Expand your designs by possible with several different Log Cabin block, such as Off-Center Log Cabin, Courthouse Steps, and Courthouse Steps with Cornerstones. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

3.95


9.95

By Cassandra Ellis. Includes 20 patterns for all skill levels, that can be patched to create a one-of-a-kind contemporary treasure. Each project has step by step instructions, and Ellis demonstrates how to stitch together fabrics that remind you of a special time, person, or occasion. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

27.95
**6700349 THE QUILT BLOCK BOOK:** Fresh, Versatile Designs for Quilts, Clothes, Accessories, and Decor. By Nancy Wick. Offers a modern, objective view on the three fundamental methods for sewing quilt blocks: traditional piecing, foundation piecing, and applique. The 25 blocks in each section include patterns, cutting instructions, and more. The 75 quilt blocks here represent a fraction of the possible blocks available. Well illus. in color, 192 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Spiral bound. Pub. at $24.99  **PRICE CUT to $19.99**

**596348 QUilting FROM EVERY ANGLE: 16 Geometric Designs.** By Nancy Verius. Includes techniques on Flying Dove Blocks, table runners, paper-piecing, and more. With 16 eye-catching designs, you’ll be seaming together finished works, including quilts, throws, and wall pieces that look like they came from trendy designer catalogs. Well illus. in color. 167 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99  **SOLD OUT**

**665563 CZECHERBOARD QUILTS: Stories from My Father’s Family.** By Rose Ann Cook. As an avid quilter, Cook turned to designing quilts to honor her father and remind herself of the members of his family who were such an important part of his life and family history. Here her projects are presented with full instructions, joined by photos and stories of the family members that inspired them. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99  **$3.95**

**337177 A TREasURY OF Mennonite QUILTS.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Displays an extraordinary collection of 149 dazzling quilts from Mennonite communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and history, and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95  **$5.95**

**6679501 ELEGANT QUILTS, COUNTRY CHARM: Applique Designs in Cotton and Wool By D. B. Baker & A. B. Arel. Experience the joys of using wool applique to add depth and texture to your quilts and other projects. There are no edges to turn under, and wool doesn’t fray. Choose from 11 traditional projects incorporating all the basic techniques. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99  **$5.95**

**4595408 THE ANNIE’S CHOICE BLOCK.** Ed. by Sue Harvey. Whether you’re making your first or your one hundred and first quilt, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Features complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the featured block with variations in size, color, and style. This is Book 1 of Building Blocks Series 2. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  **SOLD OUT**

**4595432 THE BEACON LIGHTS BLOCK.** Ed. by Sue Harvey. Whether you’re making your first or your one hundred and first quilt, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Features complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the featured block with variations in size, color, and style. This is Book 2 of Building Blocks Series 2. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  **SOLD OUT**

**6656056 THE SNAIL’S TRAIL BLOCK, BOOK 4: A Classic for Today’s Quilts.** Ed. by Sue Harvey. Take a fresh look at this enduring block design with detailed directions: contains instructions for three exclusive quilts; helpful piecing tricks; step by step finishing basics; and more. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Crafts. 8½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  **$3.95**

**6654571 COME TO THE FAIR! Quilts that Celebrate State Fair Traditions.** By Edie McCinniss. Celebrates fair-time with nine quilts that capture the heart and cotton-candy soul of some of the Midwest’s favorite fairs, plus advice from fair quilt judges to help you sew a blue-ribbon winner of your own. Includes step by step instructions for nine quilts and four projects. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$6.95**

**6678447 COTTON AND WOOL: Miss Jump’s Farewell.** By Linda Brannock. Linda Brannock is saying farewell in her final book, full of gorgeous designs for both cotton and wool: six quilts and nine projects. Includes Linda’s musings about her life in Independence, Missouri: growing flowers, quilting tips and lore, and childhood memories that feature her somewhat eccentric and larger-than-life neighbor, Miss Jump. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  **$5.95**

**66712746 TRIANGLE BLOCK SAMPLER QUILT: 25 Traditional & Original Designs.** By R. A. & K. Johnson. Make a beautiful sampler quilt using classic, versatile triangle blocks. Easy, traceable illustrations allow you to work from the page, and instructions for assembling a sampler quilt allow you put your creations to use. 32 pages. David & Charles, Ltd. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95  **SOLD OUT**

**6704360 MY ENCHANTED GARDEN: Applique Quilts in Cotton and Wool.** By Gretchen Stosch. Stitches about the breathtaking main garden and plus eight stand alone projects, several of which echo its eye catching design. Decorate and accessorize with nature inspired applique patterns for wall hangings, pillows and a purse that are distinctive yet easy to make. Includes directions and guidelines for projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99  **$8.95**

**6704204 CUPS AND SAUCERS: Paper Pieced Kitchen Designs.** By Maaike Bakker. Turn the heart of your home into a cheerful living space with a host paper pieced quilts with delightful kitchen themes. Block designs feature charming dishes and cups, plus other creative motifs. Back by popular demand, this collection is now updated to show all the projects remade in new fabrics. Fully illus. in color. 8 pages Martingale. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  **SOLD OUT**

**6704077 CADDY AND IMAGINATION.** By Kathy Dougherty. Quilts, in their essence, are layers of colors, pattern, and imagination, all working together to form an effective whole. All 15 original projects will be provided with inspiration to experiment with textiles, tools, and techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  **$6.95**

**6727239 FLY ME TO THE MOON: An Art Quilt Journey.** By Susanne Miller Jones. Showscases the curated results of the Fly Me to the Moon art quilt challenge: 179 art quilts by 131 artists from eight countries, each expressing their interpretation of the space program and all things lunar. Includes pieces by Kim K. Gibson, Cynthia Wenslow, Tanya A. Brown, and others. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99  **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**6726615 THE SIMPLE SIMON GUIDE TO PATCHWORK QUILTING: Two Girls, Seven Blocks, 21 Blissful Patchwork Projects.** By Liz & Elizabeth Evans. Includes step by step tutorials on over 20 projects; need to know to complete all the many projects featured—seven bold, colorful quilts; stunning skirts and accessories; and home decor from wall art to fabric baskets. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Fons & Porter. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  **$7.95**

**676139X WANDERLUST QUILTS.** By Amanda Lint. Begin the next stage of your quilting journey with 10 modern quilt and pillow projects inspired by classical art and architecture. Uses next-level techniques like scalloped binding, improv piecing, and turning a sketch into a quilt. Includes full-size pull-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. C & T. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

SOLD OUT


675739X IRIS QUILTING. By Maruscha Gaszenbeek. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $17.95

6655153 ACROSS THE POND. By Bettina Havig. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


5530520 SMALL QUILTS & SUCH. By Martha Pullen et al. Illus., some in color. 94 pages. Martha Pullen. 8'/x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

7639503 SIMPLY SENSATIONAL SQUARE-AGONAL QUILTS. By Sandy Blackwell. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6554865 MODERN INDIAN SUMMER QUILT PATTERN. By Sherri McConnell. C&T Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


6655501 THE FUSSY CUT SAMPLER: Choose Techniques from Your Favorite Fabrics. By N. Ramirez & E. Woo. Learn how to choose techniques for each shape with confidence to stitch out of fussy cutting (and finally use your favorite fabrics) by making any of the 48 blocks showcased in this volume. With tips, tools, and techniques outlined in this essential guide you'll see the endless possibilities in your fabric stash and see how easy and fun it is to cut it out into even your most intimidating fabrics. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

12800 Quilting

6704409 REMEMBERING ADELIA: Quilts Inspired by Her Diary. By Kathleen Tracy. Adelia’s journal illustrates how central sewing and quilting were in a woman’s life in the nineteenth century. Features 14 projects, inspired by her diary, that are ideal for nineteenth century reproduction fabrics. Contains projects for each season and also includes a grid of classic patterns. Fully illus., most in color. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

6679897 URBAN VIEWS: 12 Quilts Inspired by City Living. By Cherri House. Inspired by city life the author takes you on a journey of creating quilts that symbolize urban scenery and captured experienced quilters alike can create contemporary, must have quilts with innovative techniques. This guide features modern solid fabric quilt designs with an universal appeal. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Stash. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6966888 QUILTING, PATCHWORK & APPLIQUE: A World Guide. By C. Shaw & C. Crabtree. This survey of decorative techniques is organized into three main sections. "Materials," from wool, flax, linen and cotton to modern synthetic fibers and "Uses," from household items to clothing to ritual and "Construction," with a detailed explanation of techniques from around the world. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

4612485 PATCHWORK 200 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS. By Jake Finch. Whether you’re new to patchwork or an old hand: everyone has questions from time to time. Just keep this guide close by and you’ll always have the answer you need. Covers a wide range of techniques. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Chantell Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

* 6726909 UTILITY-STYLE QUILTS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING. By Sharon Holland. Inspired by timeless quilt block patterns and the utility quilts of past generations, mixed with the influences of the modern quilt movement, this survey includes 12 beginner friendly quilt projects that can be completed in a weekend. Well illus., in color. 80 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* 6562981 THE FUSSY CUT SAMPLER: Choose Techniques from Your Favorite Fabrics. By N. Ramirez & E. Woo. Learn how to take the stress out of fussy cutting (and finally use your favorite fabrics) by making any of the 48 blocks showcased in this volume. With tips, tools, and techniques outlined in this essential guide you’ll see the endless possibilities in your fabric stash and see how easy and fun it is to cut it out into even your most intimidating fabrics. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

* 67000 CRADLE TO CRADLE: Quilts from Your Favorite Fabrics. By Barbara Jones. Quilts often symbolize the biggest moments in our lives, like births and weddings. But what about some of those other smaller moments? You’ll find seven charming quilts honoring those times in this book. The authors show us a variety of applique methods for all skill ranges. Well illus., many in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

* 6759955 Constellations: 12 Piced Astrological Blocks, 8 Personalized Sewing Projects. By A. P. Corcoran & J. Jennings. The authors’ easy-to-follow, beginner-friendly approach allows you to mix and match your astrology signs and create a unique treasure for yourself. This volume is a no-go-to-for creating projects to celebrate any family occasion—weddings; welcoming babies; birthdays; and more. Well illus., in color. 80 pages. Lucky Spool Media. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

Applique

3683613 BARBARA BRACKMAN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIQUE: 2000 Traditional and Modern Designs, Updated History of Applique—New! 5 Quilt Projects. Ed. by Deb Howden. Offers an indispensable reference guide for quilters and collectors. Applique shows the perfect block either by subject (wreaths, leaves, etc.), by type of design, or by time period. Includes five applique quilt projects. Well illus., in color. 384 pages. C&T. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

200 pages. C&T. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

4600011 APPLIQUE WORKSHOP: Mix & Match 10 Techniques to Unlock Your Creativity. By Laurel Anderson. Presents a comprehensive workbook on the most popular applique techniques. Learn how to choose techniques for each shape with confidence to make the perfect quilt, give new life to your quilts with design principles, and more. Well illus., in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

5665904 PATCHWORK PLUS: Easy One-Block Quilts with Seasonal Applique. By Geralyn J. Powers. Create nine projects for you and your home, using one basic patchwork block to create a background for each of the following: springtime, patriotic holidays, Halloween, Christmas, and summer. Well illus., in color. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

80 pages. Martingale. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5943639 FLOWER DANCE: Beautiful Applique Using No Fail Techniques. By Hallye Bone. Hallye Bone has planted a garden in fabric on this one special quilt: Power Dance. With these simple steps to No-Fail Applique and 30 flower patterns, you can do all of them or just pick a few. Embroidery enhances this applique. Also features other projects, including aprons, pillowcases and wall hangings. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95


* 6567223 COTTAGE CHARM: Cozy Quilts and Cross Stitch Projects. By Dawn Reese. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


5977914 SWEETWATER’S SIMPLE HOME. By Lisa Bunnel et al. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Stash. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5943639 FLOWER DANCE: Beautiful Applique Using No Fail Techniques. By Hallye Bone. Hallye Bone has planted a garden in fabric on this one special quilt: Power Dance. With these simple steps to No-Fail Applique and 30 flower patterns, you can do all of them or just pick a few. Embroidery enhances this applique. Also features other projects, including aprons, pillowcases and wall hangings. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

5407566 SEW A YEAR: 52 Quilt Projects with One Block. By Cheryl Arkison. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

5943639 FLOWER DANCE: Beautiful Applique Using No Fail Techniques. By Hallye Bone. Hallye Bone has planted a garden in fabric on this one special quilt: Power Dance. With these simple steps to No-Fail Applique and 30 flower patterns, you can do all of them or just pick a few. Embroidery enhances this applique. Also features other projects, including aprons, pillowcases and wall hangings. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8'/x10'/Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95
**6684653X SIMPLY STITCHED WITH APPLIQUE.** By Yumiko Higuchi. With over 30 motifs inspired by nature, you’ll find designs for holly, daisies, sunflowers, gardenias and butterflies and more. Use these motifs to create bags, pincushions, coasters, tea towels and wall art projects or be inspired to design your own. Well illus. in color. 122 pages. Zakka Workshop. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**5937078 WEEKED KNITS: 25 Knitted Caps, Berets, Cloches, and More.** By C.G. MacDonald & M. LaBarre. This guide offers a charming and fun-loving collection of designer knitted hat patterns. Included are 25 variations on caps, berets, beanies, cloches, hats, toques, tam and snoods—ranging from feminine to sporty. This collection of unique designs makes knitting a picture perfect hat easy to do. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $16.95

**6798559 THE KNITTED HAT BOOK.** Ed. by Michelle Bredelean. Brimming with quick and fun knit design styles for stitchers of all skill levels. Features 20 head-turning projects with a modern take on classic knit-capped hats. Great for instant gratification, design your own knit hat to pull over your wardrobe, or the perfect small project to hone new skills. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**3684059 ONE BALL KNITS: Purses—20 Stylish Handbags Made with a Single Ball, Skeln, Hank, or Spool.** By Fatema Ellenbogen Rahman et al. Features twenty different designer caliber handbag designs, each created from a single ball of yarn. Each project includes complete knitting and assembly instructions that even beginning knitters will find easy to follow. Features a color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**6838618 60 QUICK LUXURY KNITS.** Here’s proof that quick and affordable knits can be luxurious also. These designs cover a range of styles, skill levels, and types of accessory, including delicate lace shawls, scarves, and hats. Cotton, cashmere, and worsted yarns and cowls. An elegant beaded necklace and much more. So grab your needles and knit up a little luxury. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**5938775 KNITTING SWEATERS: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!** By Megan Goodacre. This clear and colorful guide gives you 20 patterns for garments you can start, stitch, and wear, all with easy to follow step-by-step instructions and hundreds of helpful photos. 233 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

**5979579 SIMPLY MODERN LACE: 20 Knit Project.** Ed. by Allison Korleski with E. Smith. Offers knitters a cornucopia of lace stitches, both in the form of lace scarves, hats, and cowls. Includes a short primer on knitting lace, information on special cast-ons and bind-offs, and a discussion of how to handle shaping. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

**5963745 YOU CAN KNIT!** By Stephanie White. Want to learn how to knit but don’t know where to start? This guide will show you where to begin. White walks you through each project step-by-step, explaining techniques, stitches, and how to add them to your wardrobe. Includes 25 beautifully designed projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**6581617 TO KNIT OR NOT TO KNIT: Helpful and Humorous Hints for the Passionate Knitter.** By Elvira Woodruff. A quirky and enjoyable read that will make you or your friend the perfect knitter, with a witty nod to the famous and infamous throughout history, making it the perfect gift for the passionate knitter. Well illus., many in color. 145 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6858568 KNIT & WRAP: 25 Capelets, Cowls & Collars.** By Nathalie Morin. Combines designs with easy introduction to lace, and add wonderful knitting projects. This collection feature 25 patterns and two overdone projects great whether you’re feeling flirty or frilly. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

**6852807 KNIT STITCH DICTIONARY.** By Debbie Tomkies. Perfect for new and experienced knitters alike, this reference offers 250 stitches, from simple knit-purl combos to fancy textured, color, and lace stitch patterns. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

**6802478 THE GENTLE ART OF KNITTING: 40 Projects Inspired by Everyday Beauty.** By Jane Brocket. With her open-minded, relaxed approach Brocket presents her “gentle” knitting philosophy. From cozy blankets and socks to stylish bags and wraps, there is something in this guide for every knitter. Each project is accompanied by its own narrative, inspirational ideas and stunning photography. 160 pages. Collins & Brown. 8¾x10¼. Import. Pub. at $27.95 $17.95

**6789471 BABY BEANIES: Happy Hats to Knit for Little Heads.** By Amanda Rees. Includes 29 colorful, quirky, irresistible hat patterns. From the Penguins and the Alien Spaceship to the Loopy Pixie and the Candy Beret, these adorable creations are sure to bring smiles to your little one. Color photos. 144 pages. Watson-Guptill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

**6661009 FREE SPIRIT KNITS.** By Anne Podlesak. A gorgeous collection of 20 garments and accessories inspired by the Southwest. Projects include Grand Canyon Coat, Petroglyph Socks, Aspen Sweaters and more. Knitters of every skill level will find something to make and love. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

**6679003 SOCK-YARN SHAWLS: 15 Lacy Knitted Shawl Patterns.** By Jen Lucas. Sock yarns are yummy. They come in many colorways and fiber contents, and they’re even washable! Best of all, you can use these fabulous fibers for a lot more than socks. You can make shawls! Instructions for knitting 15 striking shawls are charted and written out. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**6838617 WANDERLIST: 46 Modern Knits for Bohemian Style.** By Tanis Gray. Discover a wide range of projects, including knit cowls, scarves, hats, mittens, and sweaters. Ideal for knitted gifts, the projects range from garden flowers including zinnias, hibiscus, and cowslip, to more. Illus. in color. 184 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

**6591771 WARM DAYS, COOL KNITS: Lighter Designs for Every Season.** By Corrina Ferguson. Knitting is not just for cold and snowy climates! In this gorgeous collection of knitted garments, patterns, hats and accessories cover over two dozen projects that even beginning knitter can use these fabulous fibers for a lot more than socks. You can make shawls! Instructions for knitting 15 striking shawls are charted and written out. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**6789865 SKIRTS & LEGGINGS MADE WITH A SINGLE BALL.** By Amanda Wills. Offers knitters a wide range of knitting projects, from simple scarves and hats, to luxurious also. These designs cover a range of styles, skill levels, and types of accessory, including delicate lace shawls, scarves, and hats. Includes a short primer on knitting lace, information on special cast-ons and bind-offs, and a discussion of how to handle shaping. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

**6561617 TO KNIT OR NOT TO KNIT: Helpful and Humorous Hints for the Passionate Knitter.** By Elvira Woodruff. A quirky and enjoyable read that will make you or your friend the perfect knitter, with a wity nod to the famous and infamous throughout history, making it the perfect gift for the passionate knitter. Well illus., many in color. 145 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6853158 CROCHET.** By Sarah Scraves. Crochet with just five simple stitches, from simple knit-purl combos to fancy textured, color, and lace stitch patterns. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

**6644977 FLOWERS TO KNIT AND CROCHET.** By S. Johns & J. Ollis. Clear knitting and crochet patterns show how to make and assemble 56 beautiful flowers—28 knitted flowers, including lilies, daffodils, poppy, rose, arum lily and cherry blossom; and 28 crochet patterns including a Tudor rose, foxgloves, camellia, freesias, and African violets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95
Knitting

4597540 HOW TO USE, ADAPT, AND DESIGN KNITTING PATTERNS: How to Knit Exactly What You Want, Every Time—with Confidence! By S. Elliott & S. Bryan. Learn to adapt knitting patterns by using different styles of body shape, collar, or sleeve, or by adding embellishments, for a one of a kind garment. Explains how knitting patterns work, and what you need to know to get the best results from any pattern, or create your own from scratch. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

6730299 CLASSIC ELITE QUICK KNITS: 100 Fabulous Patterns for Wraps, Socks, Hats, and More. By From the Studios of Classic Elite Yarns. The patterns included in this collection are sure to give knitters of all levels plenty to keep them busy and intrigued. Projects include a Harriet Tam, Lady's Full Mittens, Clickety Clack Mittens, Child’s Striped Socks, Sunwarmer, Aspen Caplet, and more. Fully illus. in color. 220 pages. Taunton. $4.95

683244X EASTER KNITS: Eggs, Bunnies, and Chicks—with a Fabulous Twist. By A. Nerjordet & C. Zachrisson. Ame and Carlos provide a great collection of knit eggs, bunnies, and chicks, with a quirky twist based on traditional Scandinavian knitwear scaled down for small projects. With their easy to follow directions you will be able to design your own unique versions of Easter eggs and easy to follow directions you will be able to design your own unique version of Easter eggs and Faberge eggs and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

5938295 30 MIN-KNITS: What Can You Knit in Half an Hour or Less? By Carol Maloney. Think you can’t knit anything? Think again! Here you’ll find 60 knitting projects that you really can fit into your spare time. Includes a full techniques guide, plus bite-sized projects like a catnip mouse, finger puppets, picture frames, fingerless gloves, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2749815 60 QUICK BABY BLANKETS. The ultimate collection of baby-blanket patterns, all knit in soft, easy-care 220 Superwash and super bulky yarns. Fully illus. in color. 146 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

4616014 KNITTING OFF THE AXIS: Projects + Techniques for Sideways Knitting. By Mathy Gnagni. Designer Mathy Gnagni has created a fresh collection of 15 sweaters for women and men that explore the possibilities of knitting off the axis in new angles. Each pattern highlights a unique construction technique focusing on knitting sideways in a direction other than top-down or bottom-up. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

677492X KNITTED CUSHIONS. By Alison Howard. This gorgeous selection of knitted designs, will inspire you to create your own masterpieces, in a variety of shapes and sizes. Includes helpful tips for novice knitters as well as more complex patterns for the experienced, and a guide for choosing yarn. Fully illus. in color. 50 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95
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58222X TWIGG STITCH. By Vicki Twigg. Create completely reversible knits and discover a new type of color knitting with this guide. Worked by knitting yarns at the same time, Twigg stitch can be learned by anyone with basic knitting skills. Projects include scarves, hats, mitts, and shawls. Complete instructions and directions for Twigg knitting round out the volume. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


6852831 NEW DIRECTIONS IN SOCK KITTING. By Ann Budd. Go beyond top-down or toe-up construction with these unique sock patterns curated by a knitting superstar. Using a variety of techniques both traditional and innovative, they will have you casting on and knitting your socks from unexpected places: the heel, the sole, or even from side to side. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95


588843 Mittens & Gloves: Simple Knits. By Claire Crompton. Create eleven great mittens and gloves to help keep your hands warm with the simple knits featured in this guide. Includes instructions for each project and a section on knitting and finishing techniques. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $10.99 $3.95

5736817 ARM & FINGER KNITTING: 35 No-Needle Knits for the Home and to Wear. By Laura Snurt. Learn to make quick, no-needle knitting with just your arms and fingers. Strutt demonstrates 35 unique techniques with step-by-step photographs and instructions for everything from plain garter stitch to seed (moss) stitch, increasing and decreasing, cabling, and knitting with circular needles of any size at a time. The final projects include scarves, throws, and ashawl. 112 pages. CICO Books. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6550202 KNITTING YARNS: Writers on Knitting. Ed. by Ann Hood. Twenty-seven writers talk about how knitting has healed, challenged, or helped them. To help them regain, funny, and moving, these tales will delight lovers of literature and knitting enthusiasts in equal measure. Includes contributions by Hope Edelman, Amy Tan, Lois Lowry, and 19 others. 294 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


5476357 THE ART OF KNITTING. Unabridged reprint of the original 1892 publication. This classic Victorian-era KLitten constitutes a fascinating historical document as well as an easy to follow guide for knitters at all levels. In addition to basic knitting instructions there are patterns for dozens of projects, including sweaters, scarves, and other items. Well illus. 168 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4591062 KNIT WEAR LOVE. By Amy Herzog. Learn how to choose patterns that suit your style and shape and then customize them so the results are exactly what you want. Includes mix and match patterns in 12 sizes and 3 gauges—forget one size fits all—this is couture made easy. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6709518 SOCK YARN STUDIO: Hats, Garments, and Other Projects Designed for Sock Yarn. By Carol J. Sulcoski. Celebrating the joys of sock yarn, Sulcoski presents 27 versatile projects from hats and mittens to scarves and wraps, and even a few bigger projects, such as sweaters and afghans—all to knit in lightweight yarns. Whatever kind of sock yarn you have, you will never look at sock yarn the same again. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6709265 NICKY EPISTEIN’S KNITTED FLOWERS. Photos by Jennifer Levy. Features templates and techniques to create a range of knitted flowers, as well as fun ideas on using those flowers to decorate clothes and accessories. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6818758 THE ART OF KNITTING: Inspirational Stitches, Textures and Surfaces. By Francoise Tellier-Loumagne. Assembles a creative and inventive overview of stitches and fabrics, both hand-knitted and machine-knitted, presenting hundreds of sumptuous ways of working with yarn, from silk thread to Shetland wool. Using basic patterns as a point of departure, it opens up endless possibilities for the experienced knitter to create their own knitted designs. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x9. Paperback. Pub. at $44.95 $9.95

5821878 THE BEST OF JANE AUSTEN KNITS. Ed. by Amy Clarke Moore. Enter the world of Jane Austen through timeless knitting patterns inspired by the places and characters in her beloved novels. The gorgeously evocative pieces include cardigans, knitted shawls, bags, and other accessories along with complete directions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

6662006 KNITTING AROUND THE WORLD. By Leila Nargi. Detailed and lavishly illustrated history of knitting from around the globe. Provides profiles of history’s significant knitters and modern knitters who are using traditional techniques today, plus historical patterns that exemplify the different knitting styles. 264 pages. Voyageur. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


5888344 THE PRACTICAL SPINNER’S GUIDE: Rare Luxury Fibers. By Judith Mackenzie. From angora to bison, camel to cashmere, there’s a whole world of rare luxury fibers just waiting to be spun. Mackenzie shares her experience and knowledge with this comprehensive guide for today’s spinners. Includes instructions for spinning techniques for each fiber, knitting and weaving rare fibers, and ideas for using them once they are knitted. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

3575565 CRAFT TREE EASY KNITTED HATS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Enjoy knitting hats for everyone in the family with these 15 quick to knit patterns, including Whittier Hat, 76-Stitches Hat, Roll-Brim Hat, Tweed Beret, Finch Hat, Pom-Pom Hat, Earflap Knit hat, and more. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
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679411 CRAFT TREE QUICK KNITTED SCARVES. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Play with texture and lace with this collection of 16 favorite scarf patterns. Designs include a Mock Silk Scarf, a Pooling Colors Scarf, a Spectrum Scarf, a Striped Fringe, an Insignia Shawl, and much more. Color photos. 32 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


SOLD OUT

675052 BIG NEEDLE KNITS. By Melanie Porter. Explore the world of chunky knits with these fabulous, contemporary designs from a knitting expert. Using giant needles and a variety of beautiful bulky yarns, you can create 35 projects, including clothes, accessories and homeware. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4597605 SCARVES AND COWLS: 36 Quick and Stylish Knits. By Fiona Goble. A scarf, cowl, or neck warmer is one of the simplest and quickest things to knit. These 36 projects offer something for everyone. From a snake scarf to a sparkly caplet to a pashmina shawl to a cowgirl-style bandanna, these easy-to-follow designs are perfect for beginners. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Crafters Workshop Ltd. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95


531934 THE KNITTER’S HANDBOOK. By Eleanor van Zandt. Whether you are a new knitter who wants to learn the basics, or an experienced knitter who wants to try complex patterns, this practical book provides clear, easy-to-follow guidance. Includes a comprehensive guide to yarns and needles, stitch patterns and more. Explanations of knitting terms. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.60

669089 VINTAGE KNITWEAR FOR MODERN KNITTERS. By Lise-Lotte Lystrup. Cleverly updates 21 genuine period designs from the 1930s to the 1950s for the modern knitter. The patterns have been subtly simplified, using easily sourced modern yarns and give instructions for 6 different sizes, 101 ull)—168 color. 96 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

5821967 FAUX TAPIDERY KNITS. By Louise Walker. Go wild with this tongue in cheek collection of knitting patterns for faux taxidermy, the hottest trend in home decor. Contains complete instructions for 15 wild animal knitting patterns. Projects include a Fox Wrap, Moose Head, Mole Door Stop, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


6841430 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER: No-Needle Knits. By Isela Phelps. If you have struggled to knit with needles, loom knitting is a craft to master—children and adults alike can learn in a few hours. Contains the basic instructions you need, and more than 30 patterns to get you started. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. 67 color. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6548852 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION REVISED: No-Needle Knits. By Isela Phelps. This second edition has been fully revised to include modern looms and boards. Also includes five new projects and ten additional stitch patterns with dual instructions for working in the round and flat. Includes an essential reference for anyone who make knitting with color simple—suitable for beginners to advanced knitters who would like a complete reference guide. From monopatches and color groups to basic color schemes, these colorful patterns mix vibrant colors and clever motifs that will never be dull again! Thirty inspiring projects that includes a comprehensive guide to yarns and needles, stitch patterns and more. Explanations of knitting terms. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

6664008 CABLES, DIAMONDS, HERRINGBONE: Secrets of Knitting Traditional Fishermen’s Sweaters. By Sabine Domnick. Features traditional Norwegian knitwear designs. Projects include a fox and a rabbit. The sweaters are worked in the round in knitted-in sleeves and require no sewn seams. All instructions are clearly illustrated in color. 96 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6587119 COLOR KNITTING WITH CONFIDENCE. By Nguyen Le. Knitting need no longer be an afterthought that is left until the very end of projects. Learn how to make knitting with color simple—suitable for beginners to advanced knitters who would like a complete reference guide. From monopatches and color groups to basic color schemes, these colorful patterns mix vibrant colors and clever motifs that will never be dull again! Thirty inspiring projects that includes a comprehensive guide to yarns and needles, stitch patterns and more. Explanations of knitting terms. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


6621996 THE NEW KNITTER’S TEMPLATE: Your Guide to Custom Fit & Style. By L.M. Bryant & B. Klein. This must-have guide is for anyone who wants to make their own knitwear. Choose from nine gauges and 16 sizes to customize your designs; use styling details such as body length, neckline shaping, and armhole type, and tailor any pattern to suit your size and style with these detailed instructions. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

6730922 SOCKTOPUS SOCKS: SOCKS: Threads Selects. By Alice Yu. Includes six fabulous patterns to choose from for the perfect pair of socks. Learn to turn a heel, size a sole, and master sock fit and anatomy with the step by step instructions. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6655890 PAINTBOX KNITS. By M.H. Bonnette & J.L. Murchland. These playful, pint-size knitting patterns mix vibrant colors and clever motifs that kids will want to put on parade! More than 30 projects include pulligans, cardigans, tunics, scarves, hats and purses, with many custom designs for either boys or girls. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Martingale. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

6841368 CREATIVE COMFORTS: Cozy Knits for Wee Ones. By Amy Bahrt. Delightful collection offers fashion and nursery accents for babies and tots. Stitch up any one of the 65 styles featured here or follow along with the easy-to-follow instructions step by step. 256 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

4606515 SOCK YARN ONE-SKEIN WONDERS. Ed. by Judith Durant. Affordable, sturdy, and available in endless color combinations, sock yarn inspires creativity and passion among knitters. Choose from more than 100 patterns that use your sock-yarn single skeins in fresh and exciting projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95
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682170 SIMPLE KNITS FOR LITTLE CHERUBS. By Erika Knight. This revised edition presents classic, vintage-style knits for children aged two to five years old. Based on just two stitches—stocking (stockinette) stitch and garter stitch—the majority of these adorable designs are within the scope of even the most inexperienced knitter. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Collins & Brown. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5991146 SIMPLE KNITTING: A Complete How-To-Knit Workshop with 20 Projects. By Erika Knight. Providing a unique opportunity to learn the basics of the world's most highly respected knitwear designers, Erika shares her special tricks of the trade in this enviable collection of knit items. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin's. 6x9.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95


8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

593329 TOPSY-TURVY KNITTED DOLLS: 10 Fun Reversible Toys to Make. By Sarah Keen. Double the fun with two dolls one, one of these adorable knitted projects are based on popular fairy tales and nursery rhymes. Turn the dolls upside down to discover the hidden characters. Each project has an accessory or extra doll to knit. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6751458 50 KNITTED DOLLS. By Sarah Keen. These adorable little make-ups are the perfect gift for loved ones of all ages. Inside you'll find 50 cute characters to knit, including a doctor; painter; fairy; mermaid; spaceman; snowman; and many others. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5974927 SANDRA POLLEY’S KNITTED ANIMALS: Dolls, Dolls and Teddies for All Ages. Collects 20 knitting patterns for toys of all shapes and sizes. Easy-to-follow instructions make it a snap to create adorable animals, dolls and teddies, each of which can be created from oddments of double knitting and four-ply yarn. 96 pages. Pavilion. 8x8½. $19.95

4541405 THE KNITTED SLIPPER BOOK. By Kate Startzman. This eclectic collection of 30 colorful, cozy, knitted, and knitted-and-felted designs is meant to satisfy the slipper style of everyone in your family. Startzman provides detailed knitting instructions and techniques for creating moccasins, mukluks, clogs, ballet flats, booties, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 8x10½. $19.95

6733719 ANYONE CAN KNIT: A Step-by-Step Guide to Essential Knitting Skills. By Libby Summers. Sets out to prove that knitting is for everyone with a treasury of ideas and stylish projects for the beginner as well as the more advanced. These designs, combined with some simple skills, make it easy for anyone to succeed. Includes 18 projects with step by step instructions and color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11. $9.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

6730329 COLORWORK SOCKS: Threads Selects. By Kathleen Taylor. Your feet will do the happy dance wearing these fun colorful socks. Eight patterns for everyday or special occasions, from early morning walks to snoozeable house socks. Color photos. 30 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


6775799 KNITTED BOOT CUFFS: Twenty to Make. By Monica Russel. Give your boots a fresh twist with boot cuffs! These cuffs bring a touch of color, style, and individuality to everyday wear, as well as keeping your legs warm and draught-free. Easy to follow directions make it simple for the newcomers of the craft. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6775802 KNITTED HEADBANDS: Twenty to Make. By Monica Russel. Dress up, accessorize, or just keep warm with a variety of stylish knitted headbands. Made using a range of colors and patterns; they will appeal to both novice and experienced knitters. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

5949416 D000 + PUDDEROS: Interchangeable Options for Custom Knitted Sweaters. By Melissa Leapman. The ultimate resource for turning your dream pulluppers into reality. Combine Leapman’s mix-and-match body shapes, sleeves, and necklines for thousands of personalized patterns. Step-by-step instructions, helpful photographs, finishing tips, and a helpful spiralbound design make this volume a must for any knitter or designer. 264 pages. Sixth&Spring. 10x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6841414 KNITTING OVER THE EDGE: Unique Ribbs, Cords, Appliques, Colors, Nouveau. By Nicky Epstein. Knit a menagerie of more than 35 custom three-dimensional patterns, each constructed from a simple knitted square. Knitters of every skill level will be delighted by the range of techniques, yarns, and creative embellishments used in this unique yet simple approach to knitted fashions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Nicky Epstein. 8x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6843867 KNITTED ON TOP OF THE WORLD: The Global Guide to Traditions, Techniques and Design. By Nicky Epstein. Take a world tour of knitting traditions and techniques with more than 50 fabulous new designs. Details the origin and use of classic knitting techniques in folk-knitting traditions from around the globe, reinvigorates and recombinates them to create all-new, innovative designs and fashions. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Nicky Epstein. 9¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6707267 KNITTED CATS & DOGS. By Sue Charlton. A collection of 30 irresistible humorous designs for kittens and cats. From the author of Knitting on the Edge comes a new collection of over 350 decorative borders and edgings for every knitter’s library. Provides detailed, step by step instructions for all the edgings. Great for knitters of all levels. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Sixth&Spring. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

5775845 MERRY CHRISTMAS SWEATERS TO KNIT. By Sue Stratford. The Christmas sweater is as much a part of the festive season as turkey, Christmas tree, and even Santa himself. Now, with the help of this fabulous guide, you can knit your own! Just check your size, choose a motif and get knitting. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95
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**6576168 ANN BLATT: Timeless Classics from the Knit Collection.** Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Stunning compilation of forty elegant patterns from her past works. From a chic fur-trimmed pullover and a refined twister to a dazzling sequined sweater and a striking ankle-length dress, this guide is packed with casual and classy looks to accommodate knitters of all skill levels. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**6684289 WOODLAND KNITS: Over 20 Enchanting Patterns.** By Stephanie Dosen. Try your hand at the ever-charming Mr. Fox Stole My Heart wrap, the sweet Violet Hand Puff, and the bed-swinging Deer with Little Antlers Hal - or knit up a cozy Fawn Poncho and a partner of dreamy, quick to knit Catching Butterflies Mitts. New patterns include Dragon Watcher’s Hood and Faerie Wings. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**6694047 DIMENSIONAL TUCK KNITTING: An Innovative Technique for Creating Surface Design.** By Tracy Furtliner. Step by step instructions and helpful information on every approach to this technique, this comprehensive volume will inspire knitters of all skill levels. More than 85 patterns, each with both written and charted instructions, will dazzle. A stunning collection of 10 projects and patterns from a mohair shawl to a cozy Sixth&Spring. 9x4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

**6694395 BABY & ME KNITS: 20 Timeless Knitted Designs for Baby & Mom.** By Celeste Young. Features 20 design projects for every baby and style and style for knitters of all levels. Simple knit and purl textures give way to subtle lace, cables, and stranded colorwork, each accompanied by clear instructions and step by step photos. Includes blankets, shawls, and sweaters and caps for both babies and moms. 128 pages. Well illus. in color. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

**6678130 TUDOR ROSES.** By Alice Starmore. Presents new and reimagined garments based on the original Tudor Roses publications from 1998. Includes fourteen patterns for experienced knitters for beautiful sweaters and other garments that follow the chronological order of the Tudor dynasty. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.


**6731058 WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO GOOD KNITTERS, REVISED.** By M. Smid. & H. Smid. 156 pages. 65% off. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95.


**5963494 DRESSED IN KNITS: 19 Designs for Creating a Custom Knitwear Collection.** By Alex Capshaw-Taylor. Well illus. in color. 188 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. PRICE CUT to $16.95.


**5848326 MARGEAU BLANC: A New Perspective on White Winter Knits.** By Margeau Soboli. 76 pages. Dover. 8x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.


**5880948 HIP KNITTING.** By Astor Tsang. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


**CROCHET**

**5929695 INTERWEAVE PRESENTS CLASSIC CROCHET BLANKETS.** Ed. by Michelle Bredeson. Practical, timeless, and easy to make, crochet blankets are a sure-fire way to bring warmth and coziness into any room of your home. Here you’ll find 18 patterns for gorgeous crochet afghans, blankets, and throws that you’ll love to make and use well in color. 128 pages. Import. 8x10x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. Price Cut to $14.95.

**5527694 CROCHET ONE-SKEIN WONDERS.** Ed. by J. Duran & E. Eckman. Discover the possibilities in a single skein with this wonderful collection of more than 100 crochet patterns. Includes projects for bags, gloves, pillows, scarves, hats, and more. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**5873585 EASY WEEKEND CROCHET HATS.** By Jennifer J. Cirk. The ski-slope inspired hats in this collection will do more than just keep your family warm—these hats will give you a style all your own! Choose from 16 different hats for boys, girls, women, and men with styles ranging from classic beanies to neon Mohawks, princess crowns, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8x10x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

**6852890 POETIC CROCHET: 20 Shawls Inspired by Classic Poems.** By Sara Kay Hartmann. Just as poetry laces together the simplest of words into dramatic pieces, you can use basic stitches to create a romantic, breathtaking collection of shawls, wraps, and stoles. You’ll explore a variety of shawl shapes, construction techniques, borders, and edgings. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8x10x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $6.95.

**6594824 SIMPLE CROCHETING: A Complete How-to-Crochet Workshop with 20 Projects.** By Erika Knight. Even those who have never picked up a crochet hook before will be making gorgeous projects while learning new techniques and adding to their skills. Beginning with simple mittens, you’ll learn techniques for making rugs, purses, and a laptop case, as well as more intricate lace scarves, boleros, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. 8x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

**5979307 BLOOMING CROCHET HATS.** By Shauna-Lee Graham. From the adorable Cloche, there’s a hat for everyone to make. Choose from 16 different hats for boys, girls, men and women with styles ranging from classic beanies to neon Mohawks, princess crowns, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8x10x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

**5895367 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers’ Hook to Yours.** By Margaret Hubert. Enamored with the trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, hats, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95.
SOLD OUT 3684199 VOODOO MAGGIE’S ADORABLE AMIGURUMI: Cute and Quirky Crocheted Critters. By Erin Clark. Presents patterns and instructions for 18 creatures that Voodoo Maggie is willing to unleash on a world yearning for some serious cuteness. All the stitch instructions provided so you can coax this marvelous menagerie into cuddly reality. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

SOLD OUT 4641205 ITTY BITTY CROCHETED CRITTERS: Amigurumi with Attitude! By Erin Clark. Grab some magnifiers and a good bright lamp and get started on crafting these adorable miniature animals! Choose from an array of cute critters–ducks, pigs, flamingos, betes–marvelous decorations to delight both adults and children. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4655276 FIRST TIME GRANNY SQUARES. Starting with instructions for Granny Square techniques, then supplying eight Granny Square pattern guides then offering detailed step-by-step directions for projects that include a purse, a placemat, a child’s hooded vest, a woman’s vest, and an afghan. Illus. in color, 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3861805 VOODOO MAGGIE’S SELL OUT 6689337 100 LACE FLOWERS TO CROCHET. By Maki Oomachi. A wonderful compilation of forty of the cutest crochet projects on a wide range of themes, such as sun hats, fruit, and lots of other simply adorable patterns. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Race Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

SOLD OUT 6514329 SIMPLY ADORABLE CROCHET. By Maki Oomachi. A new and great collection of forty of the cutest crochet projects on a wide range of themes, such as sun hats, fruit, and lots of other simply adorable patterns. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Race Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

SOLD OUT 6707648 UNDER COVER: 60 ALPHABETS TO KNIT AND CROCHET. With step-by-step instructions, crochet twenty little bears on the go, and dress them in a wonderful range of colorful outfits that will delight both adults and children. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

ART CROCHET: SWEATERS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic shaping to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Trellis Pullover, a ZZ Topper, an Arborset Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos. 40 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

SOLD OUT 5977589 CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic shaping to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Trellis Pullover, a ZZ Topper, an Arborset Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos. 40 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

2727862 CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS TO CROCHET. By Barbara Christopher. Create snowflakes, wreaths, stars, and other charming ornaments over 50 attractive decorations that can be worked quickly. Incl udes a range of ornaments for beginners, intermediate, and advanced crocheters. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

SOLD OUT 36708531 CROCHET FOR BABY DOLL: 75 Adorable Patterns. From pretty in pink to loveable animals can be brought to life in a compelling way, then applied to projects like a ribbed jacket, a sparkling shoulderette, a versatile blanket, and more. Created with bright, glittery yarn, these characters. Crafters of all levels will adore patterns. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Race Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

SOLD OUT 5956994 CROCHETING ON THE EDGE: Ribs & Bobbles, Ruffles, Flora, Fringes, Points & Scallop s. By Nicky Epstein. Features over 200 decorative borders for innovative embellishments to your own projects. In addition the nine projects presented are rich and varied. Also includes detailed techniques, then supplying eight Granny Square pattern guides then offering detailed step-by-step directions for projects that include a purse, a placemat, a child’s hooded vest, a woman’s vest, and an afghan. Illus. in color, 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

SOLD OUT 6705587 CROCHET FOR BARBIE DOLL: 75 Delightful Creations to Crochet. By Nicky Epstein. Stitch up everything from an updated T-shirt to a blanket, a purse, a placemat, a child’s hooded vest, a woman’s vest, and an afghan. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

66348150 REVERSIBLE COLOR CROCHET: A New Technique. By Laurinda Reddig. An innovative crocheter, Reddig has created a unique and award-winning form of crochet that produces clear images that look exactly the same on both sides. Discover about this new method here with 28 reversible squares, plus ten projects that use them. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

SOLD OUT 9596078 QUICK CROCHET HATS. Complete instructions for eight styles of colorful hats to crochet. Hat designs for both men and women included. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 7¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95

6750249 VINTAGE MODERN CROCHET. By Robyn Chachula. Take part in one of the hottest trends in crochet with this elegant collection. Each chapter features an introduction to one of five classic crochet lace techniques, reinvented in beautiful and compelling ways, then applied to projects such as shawls, pullovers, cowls, and even a crochet dress. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

SOLD OUT 454062X STITCH ’N BITCH CROCHET: The Happy Hooker. By Debbie Stoller. Providing stitch by stitch instructions clear that anyone can learn to crochet: even a knitter! With 40 fresh, original patterns, and tools and techniques, voulez-vous, crochets avec moi? Color photos. 92 pages. Workman. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

SOLD OUT 6848338 STITCH IT UP: 50 Interesting Crochet Projects for Each...SOLD OUT 4838030 VOODOO MAGGIE’S ADORABLE AMIGURUMI: Cute and Quirky Crocheted Critters. By Erin Clark. Presents patterns and instructions for 18 creatures that Voodoo Maggie is willing to unleash on a world yearning for some serious cuteness. All the stitch instructions provided so you can coax this marvelous menagerie into cuddly reality. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

SOLD OUT 4621980 QUICK–CROCHET HATS. Complete instructions for eight styles of colorful hats to crochet. Hat designs for both men and women included. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 7¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95
**4576616**  CROCHETED SCOODIES: 20 Gorgeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet. By Dora Ohrenstein. A “scodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hoodie. Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to-guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own “scodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95  **$13.95**

**4576220** TOP-DOWN CROCHET SWEATERS: Fabulous Patterns with Perfect Fit. By Dora Ohrenstein. Making a garment from the top down lets you try it on as you go and adjust the length as necessary. In the first collection of its kind, Ohrenstein presents 14 patterns sure to flatter all body shapes and sizes. From elegant to casual, these contemporary options are for every season and occasion. Well illus. in color. 170 pages.  **$13.95**

**G46591X** MORE CROCHETED PRAYER SHAWLS: 10 Patterns to Make and Share. By J.S. Bristow & V.A. Cole-Galo. Embrace, inspire, and celebrate life with these uplifting prayer shawl creations. The beautiful projects include: Three Granny Square patterns; Gossamer Blossoms Shawl; Tranquil Diamonds Shawl; Lattice Shawl; Trinity Baptism Shawl; One Step at a Time Shawl; and more. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.95  **$9.75**

**5947863** CROCHET LOVE: 27 Sweet & Simple Zakka-Inspired Projects. By Jenny Doh. The Japanese design style, Zakka, is all about elevating the ordinary to imaginative levels that make people smile. Here you’ll find 27 Zakka-inspired projects that are simple to stitch, and totally cute. Features a pretty belt; knee-highs embellished with dangling flowers; a sweet heart-shaped ring; a simple cross-stitch; and more. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95  **$3.95**

**6720161** GRANNY SQUARE FLOWERS: 20 on the Go Projects. By May Corfield. Packed with creative ideas for crocheting, and combining floral-themed granny squares, this little guide contains twenty projects, simple to stitch, and totally cute. Features a pretty belt; knee-highs embellished with dangling flowers; a sweet heart-shaped ring; a simple cross-stitch, and more. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95  **$7.95**

**5866505** BIG HOOK RAG CROCHET: 25 Quick-Stitch Designs to Make Using Leftover Fabric. By Dedri Uys. Learn to crochet with strips of fabric made from your unwanted garments or leftover stitch and transform them into stylish accessories for you and your home. These crafty creations are ready to use and practical too! Full instructions included. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  **$11.95**

**6662102** LOVELY LACE CROCHET. Contains eight projects for lace crochet along with instructions for each. Made a hooded scarf, lace curtain, a ruffled circle sweatband, lace ascot, and more. Includes abbreviations and stitch symbols. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  **$5.95**
CROCHET WORKSHOP
By Michelle Robinson. The designer behind the crochet blog Poppy & Bliss provides a comprehensive guide to all the basic stitches and techniques of Tunisian crochet. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with colorwork, shaping, and working in the round, plus 12 colorful projects. Well illus. in color. 142 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

THE FINER EDGE: Crocheted Edgings. By Kristin Omdahl. A new vocabulary with this dictionary of innovative motifs. Includes diagrams, and a photo of each completed border to help you choose the perfect edging for all your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns plus instructions on finishing touch to your clothes, accessories and the Go Projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns plus instructions on

PAPERBOUND. Pub. at $17.95.


ANIMAL FACES FOR CHILDREN. By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 14 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, camel, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tauntion. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

ANIMAL FACES FOR CHILDREN. By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 14 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, camel, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tauntion. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


6726534 THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO CROCHET. By Margaret Hubert. You will turn to this book again and again for answers to all your crochet questions. Essential tools and all the techniques for standard crochet and various specialty methods are explained with step by step color photographs. More than 200 stitch patterns are taught with written instructions and diagrams. 272 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

6708069 MODERN CROCHETED SHAWLS & WRAPS. By Laura Shutt. Shawls, wraps, and afghans are a simple yet colorful way to liven up your favorite chair or a perfect addition to your wardrobe or home- they are comfortable and cozy, but they can also be stylish and delicate. Here you’ll find 35 patterns for making your own, from a simple, slip-on crochet wrap to a large open-work shawl with lassos. Well illus. in color. 129 pages. CICO $10.95

4582136 75 LACE CROCHET MOTIFS. By Caitlin Sainio. From traditional configurations to striking and unusual designs, here are crochet patterns to suit every taste and skill level. Includes full patterns and color charts; step by step instructions for core crochet techniques; a selection of project ideas for clothing, accessories, and homecare; and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

5958358 CROCHET MASTER CLASS: Lessons and Projects from Today’s Top Crochet Designers. By J. Leinhausen & R. Weiss. Presents 18 crochet techniques taught by some of the world’s best crochet designers and instructors. Each chapter focuses on a different technique, including great tips on what to try, there’s plenty to spark the imagination. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

6603688 75 COLORFUL HEXAGONS TO CROCHET: The Ultimate Mix-and-Match Pattern Book. By Laura Strutt. Shawls, wraps, and more are a simple yet colorful way to liven up your favorite chair or a perfect addition to your wardrobe or home- they are comfortable and cozy, but they can also be stylish and delicate. Here you’ll find 35 patterns for making your own, from a simple, slip-on crochet wrap to a large open-work shawl with lassos. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO $10.95

5962882 SIMPLE CHIC CROCHET: 35 Styles Patterns to Crochet in No Time. By Ritchie & K. Miller. Features 35 simple, chic designs that you and your family will love to wear and for the home. Includes easy-to-hook projects in bulky yarns and modern casual designs in inviting color palettes and trendy tassels. Also includes a stitch glossary. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95


5904728 100 COLORFUL RIBBUTCROCHET TOPS TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Styles for your new-found skills to create a custom piece. Offers easy-to-follow instructions to guide you. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Springbound. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

6730071 LEARN TO CROCHET: Thread Selects. By Aifa Ibomu. Includes everything you need to know from how to hold the hook to forming basic stitches. Patterns include Chicha Motif, Single & Double Crochet, Out Belt, Shoulder Loop Top, Stacked Bingles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


5761441 FAIR ISLE TUNISIAN CROCHET. By Brenda Bourg. Tunisian crochet uses a long or corded hook and is as easy as crochet but creates fabric that looks knitted. Step by step instructions show how to work Tunisian crochet and how easy it is to combine colors for contrast or a more monochromatic look. Sixteen projects include sweaters, bags, afghans, and more. Well illus. in color. 102 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

6626523 INTERWEAVE PRESENTS CLASSIC CROCHET SHAWLS. Ed. by Maya Eison. A crocheted shawl is a wardrobe essential that can turn up the personality of any outfit. In this project collection you will find 20 shawls varying in weight and warmth, from light and lacy for a warm summer evening to heavy and textured to protect against winter’s chill. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6617260 CROCHET BASKETS: 36 Fun, Funky & Colorful Projects for Every Room in the House. By N. A. Pitz. Thirty-six stylish baskets, with varying sizes, styles, and uses, creatively inspired by everything from feathers and bottle caps to alligators and UFOs. Offers easy-to-follow instructions to guide you. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Springbound. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

5657774 EMOJI CROCHET: 20 Emoji-Make Projects Expressing Attitude & Style. By Charles Voth. Add some whimsy and fun with these 20 projects to wear, accessorize, or add a splash of cheer to your home. The projects range from blankets, mittens, and hoodies, to beanies, pillows, and more and cover all skill levels. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6730841 QUICK CROCHET TOPS: Threads Selects. By Aifa Ibomu. Stitch up six stylish tops with these easy to follow instructions. They include That Girl Long Sweater, Shoulder Lean Top, Dawa Halter Top, U Tube Top, Baby Doll Halter Top and Shrug Sheep. Illus. in color. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $1.95

6730701 LEARN TO CROCHET: Threads Selects. By Aifa Ibomu. Includes everything you need to know from how to hold the hook to forming basic stitches. Patterns include Chicha Motif, Single & Double Crochet, Out Belt, Shoulder Loop Top, Stacked Bingles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
Sewing

5759749 THREADS SEWING MADE SIMPLE: The Essential Guide to Teaching Yourself to Sew. Ed. by S.R. Gorman & R.J. Neiger. An essential guide to teaching yourself how to sew, includes detailed instructions explaining everything from how to sew a button to working with patterns, fun, easy projects to help perfect sewing skills; and sewing like the pro tilts, tips and the editors and contributors. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

1874071 EASY EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CREATIVE SEWING. Ed. by Barbara Weiland. Jazz up your sewing with decorative details and wonderful embellishments with over two dozen projects to choose from. Techniques include applique, beading, embroidery, felting, painting, patchwork, piping, stencilling, and more. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. House of White Birches. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

★ 6817866 SEWING CLOTHES FOR BARBIE. By Annabel Benilan. Features detailed explanations and diagrams along with full-size patterns which can be adapted for petite, curvy, tall or original Barbie. Create outfits for special occasions, a picnic in the country, for skiing, for the beach or even costumes for dress-up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $12.95

3684350 THE ZAPP METHOD OF COUTURE SEWING. By Anna Zapp. Pants, jackets, vests, or shirts–no matter what garment you are making, Zapp will show you how to get a perfect fit. Learn how to fit and sew like the pros with easy to follow step by step instructions. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Creative Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $9.99

6840078 STEAMPUNK YOUR WARDROBE: Easy Projects to Add Victorian Flair to Everyday Fashions. By Calista Taylor. Here is your step by step guide to capturing the steampunk aesthetic in your wardrobe. With easy to follow projects such as embellishing garments you may already have, and progresses to more complicated alterations. Projects are also included for making steampunk’d jewelry and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6839894 SEW DOLLED UP: Make Felt Dolls and Their Fun, Fashionable Wardrobes with Fabric Scraps and Easy Hand Sewing. By Boutique Sha. Shows you how quick and easy it can be to make adorable small dolls, and all the outfits and accessories that go along with them. Just combine easy to find materials and tools, simple to use templates, and basic sewing techniques. More than 60 projects with step-by-step instructions. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Creative Publishing. Int’l. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7686632 RIP IT! How to Deconstruct and Reconstruct the Clothes of Your Dreams. By Elissa Meyrich. Cool, crafty, and full of creative confidence, this handbook demonstrates how simple it can be to transform a tired wardrobe into hip, new looks without spending a dime. Illustrated layouts, drawings, and instructions reveal how to transform ordinary T-shirts into an elegant, provocative, or stylishly simple garment. Most take 20 minutes or less. Complete instructions and full-size patterns included. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

6831583 VINTAGE-STYLE GIFTS FOR THE HOME. By Christa Rolff. Features twenty-six charming, vintage style designs to make for the kitchen, bedroom and living room. Easy to follow, step by step projects included pillows, quilts, mug rugs, bunting and more. Includes full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

679888 SIMPLY SEW: Clothes for Every Season. By Michiyo Ito. The 31 versatile, contemporary designs include dresses, shirts, pants, and jackets that are comfortable and figure-friendly. Uncomplicated techniques, including scars, wraps, and bags, and add even more options to the collection. Includes full-size patterns: small, medium, large and extra-large. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

5700778 50 FAT QUARTER MAKES. Ed. by Arne Voso. Tuck into this feast of sewing projects all made from fat quarters. Eleven designers serve up sewing treats from cases to bags and baskets, pillows and playmates to clothes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

5687741 SOCKS APPEAL: 16 Fun & Funky Friends Sewn from Socks. By Brenna Maloney. Turn your favorite socks into adorable bunnies, kittens, hamsters, turtles, penguins and more with these 16 sweet and silly sock critter projects. With these simple instructions, singles become the perfect gift in just an hour! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

5637373 CREATIVE SERGING: Innovative Applications to Get the Most from Your Serger. By N. Bednar & A. van der Kleij. A serger is a type of sewing machine designed for overcasting, to finish edges and seams. But today’s models can expertly perform many more functions quickly and easily, as demonstrated here. Includes a variety of techniques and projects to help you use your serger more than you ever thought possible. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.35

5667398 HAT SHOP: 25 Projects to Sew, from Practical to Fascinating. Compiled by Susanne Woods. Features over two dozen hats by contemporary designers from all over the world, hand-selected for their freshly-sewn flair and skilled millinery work. There are projects here for ladies and gents, boys and girls, and a handmade hat for every occasion, a picnic in the country, for skiing, for the beach or even costumes for dress-up. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

6825109 DIY T-SHIRT CRAFTS, By Adrienne Surian. From an Easy Twisted Headband to Round Lounge Pillows, this guide teaches you how to repurpose old T-shirts into 50 beautiful step by step projects worthy of showing off–and each can be finished in just 60 minutes or less! Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

6830609 COLLIERY DAYS: Fabric Project Book. A collection of over 20 fashion projects including kilts, jackets, vests and scarfs, with step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 6d. Memories. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5657711 THE REFASHION HANDBOOK. By Beth Huntington. Nineteen stylish projects show you how to transform easy-to-find secondhand items into unique fashion statements. Learn the basics of refashioning, then apply your new-found skills to create garments that fit and flatter a wide variety of body types. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. Brx10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

763806X 99 WAYS TO CUT, SEW, TRIM & TIE YOUR T-SHIRT INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL. By Faith Blakeney et al. Using easy techniques, these projects demonstrate how to take that ordinary T-shirt into an elegant, provocative, or stylishly simple garment. Most take 20 minutes or less. Complete instructions and full-size patterns included. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

Clarkson Potter, Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $6.95

152 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6800823 RECYCLED CHIC: 30 Simple Ways to Recycle, Renew, and Reinvent Your Loved Fashions. By Jeanne McKittrick. Features 30 simple and accessible projects for even a novice seamstress. McKittrick will arm you with the techniques, inspiration, and confidence to revitalize your existing clothes and accessories, or alter vintage fashions and linens, to suit your individual taste. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95
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**6849768** **SEW SENSATIONAL PILLOWS.** By Linda Lee. With more than forty projects, this reference renews the art of decorative details for beautifying the home by teaching the reader how to make and add incredible touches to pillows of all shapes and sizes. Fully illustrated. 144 pages. Sixth & Spring. Pub. at $24.95 **$5.95**

**5709326** **SIMPLE TAILORING & ALTERATIONS: Hems, Waistbands, Seams, Sleeves, Pockets, Cuffs, Darts, Tucks, Fastenings, Necklines, Linings.** By J. Francis Campbell. These clever alterations cover everything from shortening a hem to shaping with darts. If you’re looking for better-fitting clothes or simply to prolong the life of your garments, you’ll know by step instructions and tips, advice, and troubleshooting on altering skirts, dresses, trousers, jackets, shirts, coats, waistcoats and ties. Fully illus. 175 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**584195X** **STYLISH PARTY DRESSES.** By Yoshie Tsukiori. These 26 designs and separates range from short to long, sweet to sophisticated, simple to dramatic, giving you something handmade for any occasion. Beautiful photos capture garments in a variety of elegant fabrics, inspiring sewists to choose colors, prints, and textures for a dress that’s just right. Includes pull-out patterns. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$5.95**

**6748327** **A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SEWING WITH KITS: How to Make Kits:** Fully illustrated. 160 pages. Printed Pattern. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95**

**5774446** **EASY-TO-SEW SKIRTS:** Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Discover the fun of sewing simple skirts with modern style. These quick to make patterns take just a few easy stitches to create. Includes a Vintage-Glam Skirt, Peasant Skirt, and a Sheer Over Skirt. Color photos. 32 pages. Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**5730914** **SMALL PROJECTS TO QUILT: Threads Selects.** By Joan Ford. Features step by step instructions for five fabulous scrap projects, including a table runner and pot holder, and a confetti pillow. Fully illustrated. 144 pages. Sixth & Spring. Pub. at $24.95 **$6.95**

**5730485** **EASY-TO-SEW SKIRTS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Discover the fun of sewing simple skirts with modern style. These quick to make patterns take just a few easy stitches to create. Includes a Vintage-Glam Skirt, Peasant Skirt, and a Sheer Over Skirt. Color photos. 32 pages. Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6733030** **EPIC COSPLAY COSTUMES.** By Kristie Good. The ultimate guide to costumes and conventions, packed with everything you need to know to participate in this widely popular hobby. Shares insider tips and techniques for creating your own designs, from hand-sewn garments to armor made with Worbla and EVA foam. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 **$7.95**

**646137X** **STYLISH SKIRTS: 23 Easy-To-Sew Skirts to Flatter Every Figure.** By Sato Watanabe. With this collection there is no end to the kinds of skirts you can make to enhance your figure. Includes nine clever patterns for beautiful fabric gifts for any occasion. Every step is clearly detailed with photographs, illustrations and quality instructions. Includes CD-ROM of printable PDF patterns. Sizes 2 to 16. 175 pages. Porter. 9½x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $32.99 **$7.95**

**6746079** **HABITAT TOYS: 21 Handmade Toys to Make for Kids.** By Emma Hardie. From lions and butterflies to pirates and astronauts to dinosaurs and angels, these easy projects make dress-up, Halloween, and playtime more fun than ever! All the elements of costume-making are explained, from cutting cloth to adding decorative detailing. Includes full-size pull-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$6.95**


**6730467** **EASY-TO-SEW LACE: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Explore the fun of sewing simple skirts with modern style. These quick to make patterns take just a few easy stitches to create. Includes a Vampire Lingerie Skirt, Peasant Skirt, and a Sheer Over Skirt. Color photos. 32 pages. Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6730443** **EASY-TO-SEW KITCHEN: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Pretty up your kitchen by adding a Tea Cozy, Table Runner or Reversible Chair Covers. Each project features clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6730418** **EASY-TO-SEW GIFTS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Features nine clever patterns for beautiful fabric gifts that you can stitch in an afternoon. Includes step by step instructions for easy beaded bags, pretty pincushions, origami pouches, sole-ful slippers and more. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6730426** **EASY-TO-SEW HANDBAGS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Sew perfectly polished bags and clutches in no time. Choose from a Glam Wristlet, an Elegant Evening Bag or a Sign Language Purse. Each pattern can be customized for a fresh look. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6730450** **EASY-TO-SEW LINGERIE: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. These sweet nothings are the perfect accessories for a wardrobe of bras, camis, and pretty sleepwear. Includes easy to follow instructions. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$3.95**

**6590764** **THE GENTLEMAN’S WARDROBE: Vintage-Style Projects for the Modern Man.** By Vanessa Moonic. Covers everything you need to know to make classic garments for the discerning gentleman. Just add some exquisite fabric and you’re ready to create a debonair jacket, authentic flat cap, messenger bag and more. Includes full-sized pattern sheets. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**
Sewing

★ 6759010 SEW ANIMAL HEADS: Trophy Heads to Stitch. By Vanessa Monnere. Features 15 gorgeous projects including a thonker, giraffe, bag, ox, ram, cat, unicorn, bear, and more. Includes templates, step-by-step instructions, and detailed explanations of all the techniques and materials needed for each animal head. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ 6774954 SEW ADORABLE: Classic Clothes for Boys and Girls. By Vanessa Monnere. Provides 23 easy-to-follow projects for little ones aged 0-3 years, including leggings, pants, dresses, fairy wings, a coat, and a sun hat. Full-size paper patterns ensure easy and accurate sewing, and a handy techniques section withConstruction tip sheets. Make each outfit uniquely yours. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ 6873004 SIMPLE PATCHWORK PROJECTS: 20 Animal-Themed Projects to Sew & Quilt. By Hayley Smith. Transform your leftover fat quarters and fabric scraps into adorable projects for your home. Use templates of your favorite animals to piece shapes in tessellating designs, so the shapes fit together without gaps. There is no stressing over the mistakes that are all done for you—and easy to follow instructions with accompanying photographs ensure success. 128 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ 6779574 SEW-IT-YOURSELF HOME ACCESSORIES: 21 Practical Projects to Make in a Weekend. By Cheryl Owen. Using everyday tools, scissors, and basic fabric, this book will show you how to make a range of useful items, from cushions, aprons and oven mitts to a laptop case, place mats, and even a door stop. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6775160 CRAZY GARLANDS & BUNTING: Love to Sew. By Alistair Macdonald. Features twenty fun and imaginative projects to decorate your home, from an English breakfast-themed hanging string to a fleet of charming hot-air balloons. Includes instructions with simple techniques and templates for some of the projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. 8x8½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.56


★ 579160X MAKING GEORGIAN & REGENCY COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Aitken Lubin. A practical guide to creating authentic-looking Georgian and Regency styles for women. Filled with practical projects ranging from grand gowns to dainty bonnets, including patterns for nine full-size garments, and eight patterns for contemporary undergarments; and seven patterns for accessories, all scaled down for tracing. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

★ 5791188 MAKING VICTORIAN COSTUMES FOR WOMEN: A Beginner’s Guide to Recreating Authentic Victorian Designs, so the Shapes Fit Together with Outfits. Featuring twenty fun and imaginative projects to decorate your home, from an English breakfast-themed hanging string to a fleet of charming hot-air balloons. Includes instructions with simple techniques and templates for some of the projects. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6817750 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DYEING & SEWING. By Clementine Lubin. Learn to create 12 different effects from tie-dyeing and dip-dyeing to creating lines, bubbles and geometric checks with this guide. Includes twenty-one gorgeous, colorful projects to try out your new skills, from pillows and tablecloth to clothing and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6814581 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO OVERLOCKERS, SERGERS & OVERLOCKERS: 50 Lessons & 15 Projects to Get You Started. By Clementine Lubin. This book features 50 lessons with clear step by step photographs and fifteen projects to make to put your new knowledge into practice. Projects include a make-up bag, headbands, a raglan t-shirt, a dress with a waistband, a jacket with hood; and more. Includes detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 5815002 FREEHAND FASHION: Learn to Sew the Perfect Wardrobe. By Chineolo Bally. Bally’s freehand cutting method is innovative, but so simple that anyone can learn it. All you need is a computer machine, measuring tape and chalk and scissors. Using a series of basic garment blocks, she explains how the technique can be used to create a whole wardrobe of fashionable clothes. No pattern is required. Includes instructions. Fully illus. Bally. 8x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

Inventive ways. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ 6684556 MAKING VINTAGE ACCESSORIES: 25 Original Sewing Projects Inspired by the 1920s-60s. By Emma Brennan. This collection of vintage projects will enable you to accessorize with eye-catching details and style. Create your own version of 1920s Deco elegance, 1930s Hollywood glamour. 1940s utility and make-do, 1950s feminine andirty, or 1960s mod and chic. Each era features a selection of bags, hats, scarves and more. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ 6658305 DESIGNING CLOTHES WITH THE FLAT PATTERN METHOD. By Sara Alm. A designer and patternmaking instructor, Alm teaches you how to adapt commercial patterns into designer and patternmaking instructor, Alm teaches you how to adapt commercial patterns into unique, fully illus., some color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95


★ 7655347 DOLL COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions for 18-Inch Dolls. By Marsha Greenberg. An inspiring collection of 100 designs for 18-inch dolls—from dresses to pants, jumpers, blouses, and shoes each crafted from vintage handkerchiefs, tablecloths, tea towells, pillowcases, and muslins. Includes nine pull-out patterns and sewing instructions so you can create your own beautiful items. Fully illus. in color. 163 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00 $15.95

★ 676474 THE PURSE CLASP BOOK: Sew 14 Adorable Coin Purses and Bags with Metal Frames. Ed. by Lindsay Fair. Offering a color step-by-step photo fully illus. instructions, it is easy it to install inspire purse frame and create a beautiful, professional-looking bag. Comes with two high-quality metal clasps and includes 14 unique designs. 55 pages. Zakka Workshop. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6558305 DESIGNING CLOTHES WITH THE FLAT PATTERN METHOD. By Sara Alm. A designer and patternmaking instructor, Alm teaches you how to adapt commercial patterns into master patterns that can be used to design endless styles of dresses, blouses, jackets, and pants. Since you’ve learned the basics, you can design your own unique creations by mixing and matching techniques and placing details in. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ 6814581 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO OVERLOCKERS, SERGERS & COVERLOCKS: 50 Lessons & 15 Projects to Get You Started. By Clementine Lubin. This book offers 50 lessons with clear step by step photographs and fifteen projects to make to put your new knowledge into practice. Projects include a make-up bag, headbands, a raglan t-shirt, a dress with a waistband, a jacket with hood; and more. Includes detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6815002 FREEHAND FASHION: Learn to Sew the Perfect Wardrobe. By Chineolo Bally. Bally’s freehand cutting method is innovative, but so simple that anyone can learn it. All you need is a computer machine, measuring tape and chalk and scissors. Using a series of basic garment blocks, she explains how the technique can be used to create a whole wardrobe of fashionable clothes. No pattern is required. Includes instructions. Fully illus. Bally. 8x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
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**6637280** SEW ADVENT CALENDARS. By Debbie Shore. Includes techniques and easy to follow instructions for personalized advent calendars that you can fill with festive treats and goodies. Choose from twenty designs from traditional flat-pocket calendars to hanging cones and festive pouches. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


**680263X** PATTERN CUTTING FOR KIDS’ CLOTHING. By Carla Hegeman Crim. A handy and accessible workshop companion, this guide leads you through the many considerations of making patterns for children’s clothing, from durability to ease of care to allowing room for growth, as well as techniques for adding child-friendly elements like easy fastenings, pockets and patches. Husky illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. **$6.95**

**6713025** ESSENTIAL SEWING REFERENCE TOOL. By Carla Hegeman Crim. This is the go-to resource for today’s sewists. Includes guides to: Tools & Supplies; Stitches & Seam Treatments; Ruffles & Bias Tape; Pleats & Box Pleats; Sew Accoutrements; Home Decor; Garment Making; Sizing Charts for All Ages; and more. Well illus. 128 pages. Stash. Spiralbound. **SOLD OUT**

**579692X** MAKING EDWARDIAN COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Suzanne Wilcox. Seven detailed projects, each including a detailed description of the original garment and step by step instructions for completion. Scaled patterns are included for all the projects with a list of materials and equipment and tools needed. Projects include undergarments, a two-part walking dress, a day dress, an evening gown and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Crowood. 8¼x11¾. Paperback Import. Pub. at $49.95. **$39.95**

**5794688** PATTERN CUTTING TECHNIQUES FOR LADIES’ JACKETS. By Jo Baker-Waters. Women’s jackets are a feature of the wide range of designs that fall into the fashion industry, so this comprehensive volume explains in detail how to make a basic pattern for a jacket by flat pattern cutting or draping on the dress form. This book offers a broad range of techniques. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Crowod. 8¼x11½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $55.00. **$44.95**

**6684041** THE LITTLE BLACK DRESS: How to Make the Perfect One for You. By Simon Henry. The little black dress is a chic, timeless fashion staple that no woman should be without. But where do you find one that complements your body shape and fits you perfectly? The answer is to make it yourself. Even if you have never sewn or sewn in a while, this expert dressmaker will guide you through it. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6683978** COUTURE SEWING TECHNIQUES, REVISED. By Claire B. Shaeffer. This authoritative guide goes beyond basic couture sewing techniques with instructions on how to select and develop all kinds of sewing with special fabrics, as well as concise technical instructions, trade secrets, and insider tips from an international expert on couture. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. **$29.95**

**5775833** COUTURE SEWING—MAKING DESIGNER TRIMS: Sewing Secrets from a Chanel Collector. By Claire B. Shaeffer. Presents sewing methods. Shaeffer has developed her knowledge of haute couture through the construction of and studying original couture garments in museums and from her own collection. From organizing piping, to piping on piping to applique and more, she will reveal all the secrets of the masters. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **$12.95**

**6731678** DRESSMAKING: The Indispensable Guide. By Jules Fallon. Position details to help dressmakers new to this absorbing craft, as well as for those looking to take their skills further. Includes scores of heavily illustrated step-by-step sequences showing every kind of technique from using and adapting ready-made patterns to couture-inspired sewing techniques. 256 pages. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. 9¾x9¾. Spiralbound. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**5976456** TOTE-ALLY AMAZING BAGS: 30 Quick and Easy Bags to Make for All Occasions. By Helen Archer-Hendley. The book is filled with intermediate sewing tips and tutorials that allow sewers to create their own bags and purses. Includes 30 bags designs, complete with full-sized patterns and instructions for variations. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. 9¾x9¾. Spiralbound. **SOLD OUT**

**5781998** CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS: Love to Sew. By Rachael Howe. Features eighteen gorgeous Christmas stockings that bring a fresh, modern twist to a much loved tradition. Using patchwork, applique, embroidery and more, the projects include easy to follow step by step instructions. All patterns provided. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95. **$3.95**

**6567037** 101 FABULOUS FAT-QUARTER BAGS WITH M’LISS RAE HAWLEY. Features two fat quarter-friendly projects for totes and grocery bags in several sizes and shapes. Includes photos of over 100 bags for inspiration; step by step instructions; and an in-depth chapter on handles and closures. 64 pages. C&T. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. **$3.95**

**5888441** SIMPLE MODERN SEWING: 8 Basic Patterns to Create 25 Favorite Garments. By Shula To See Sew. Now you can make each piece of clothing, from full of comfortable go-to garments without having to use endless patterns: all you need are the 8 basic templates included with this guide, which demonstrate exactly how to fold, cut, assemble and adapt each one to make two dozen different designs. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Crowod. 8¼x11¾. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**6613772** DOLL COSTUME DRESS UP: 20 Sewing Patterns for the 18-Inch Doll. By Joan Hind. From super hero to princess, pumpkin to mermaid, these adorable doll costumes for the 18-inch doll will ignite your child’s imagination. Hind’s brings together a collection of fun and creative costumes, leaving children to enjoy the magic of dress-up with their dolls year round. Includes a CD-ROM with full size PDF patterns. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**


**6730477** EASY-TO-SEW SCARVES & BELTS & BELTS & SACKE S & BELTS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Nine patterns you can stitch up in an afternoon or even less. Includes instructions for a Pleated and Beaded Scarf, Classic Fabric Belt, His and Her Scarves and others. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. **SOLD OUT**

**5976459** SPECIAL OCCASION CLOTHING: Dressing to Impress. By Michelle Goldberg. The perfect outfit is just one pattern away. Includes instructions for a bridesmaid, mothers of the bride, and celebrity worthy designs. With full color sewing patterns to couture-inspired sewing techniques. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. 9½x9½. Spiralbound. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**4549473** THE PARTY DRESS: How to Make the Perfect One for You. By Simon Henry. How do you make a party dress that fits perfectly, suits your shape and appears like a dream? No problem; with this book you can make for all occasions. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. **$3.95**

**577943X** CUTTING AND DRAPING PARTY AND EVENINGWEAR: Pattern Cutting for Special Occasion Clothes. By Dawn Cloake. Offers a complete guide to pattern-cutting for special occasions clothes, party dresses and evening wear. With step-by-step instructions and clear, informative diagrams, Cloake shows you how to develop the basic design blocks to create a wide range of designs. Illus. 96 pages. Publications. **$13.95**
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ILLUS. IN COLOR. 120 PAGES. RUNNING PRESS. PUB. AT $18.00

96 PAGES. HERBERT. IMPORT. PUB. AT $16.00

PAPERBOUND IMPORT. PUB. AT $9.95

* 8½X11. PUB. AT $24.95

6391516 DONNA KOOLER’S CROSS-STITCH FLOWERS. FROM MIGNIFICENT ROSES AND LILIES TO COLORFUL MIXED BOUQUETS, ALL WITH COMPLETE NUMBER CHARTS. THE CHARTS WORK FOR BOTH CROSS STITCH AND NEEDLEPOINT AND CAN BE MADE WITH EMBROIDERY THREAD OR YARN FOR VERY DIFFERENT RESULTS. WELL ILLUS. IN COLOR. 128 PAGES. DAVID & CHARLES. 8½X10¼. PAPERBOUND IMPORT. PUB. AT $24.99

6615058 KNITLESS: 50 NO-KNOT, STASH-BUSTING YARN PROJECTS. BY LAURA MCAFadden. CLEVERLY GIVES YARN LOVERS 50 FUN WAYS TO USE THEIR STASHES WITHOUT TAKING OUT THEIR KNITTING NEEDLES. THE PROJECTS ARE EASY AND SIMPLE AND INCLUDE: A POM-POM CHAIR; PICTURE PERFECT EARRING FRAME; STRING ART LAMPSHADE; TOTALLY TUBULAR BRACELET; ZIGGLET-Y-ZAGGET KEY FOB; ON THE WIRE SMILING CARD AND MORE. ILLUS. 154 PAGES. RUNNING PRESS. PUB. AT $11.95

6654776 JUST TREATS, NO TRICKS: BUXICHTING QUILTS AND MORE TO CELEBRATE AUTUMN. BY BETSY CHUTCHIAN. ASSEMBLES A DIVERSE ARRAY OF CROSS STITCH, NEEDLEPOINT, AND OTHER CRAFT PROJECTS RANGING FROM QUILTS, PILLOWS, AND SMALL TO A STRIKING ORANGE AND BLACK DIAMOND TABLE RUNNER AND WHISICAL WOOL APPLIQUE CHAIR PADS. INCLUDES CHUTCHIAN’S TIME-TESTED TIPS FOR DECKING THE HALLS FOR HALLOWEEN WITH FULL FLOUR. WELL ILLUS. IN COLOR. 144 PAGES. KANSAS CITY STAR. PUB. AT $26.95

6625752 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL STITCHING. BY JOANNE SHARPE. EASY ILLUSTRATIONS DEMONSTRATE A DOZEN TECHNIQUES, INCLUDING COLLAGE, STENCILING, FREEMOTION STITCHING, FUSED APPLIQUE, NEEDLELIFTING, DOODLE MACHINE AND HAND EMBROIDERY, AND MORE. WELL ILLUS. IN COLOR. 144 PAGES. INTERWEAVE. 8¼X10¾. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $24.99

6583279 THE LADIES’ HANDBOOK OF FANCY AND ORNAMENTAL WORK: DIRECTIONS AND PATTERNS FROM THE CIVIL WAR ERA. BY FLORENCE HARTLEY. ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN 1859, THIS GUIDE TO ANTIQUE NEEDLEWORK AND HANDCRAFTS OFFERS INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A TREMENDOUS ARRAY OF THE HIGHLY DECORATED ITEMS PRIZED BY VICTORIAN HOMEMAKERS: QUILTS, DOILIES, CUSHIONS, AND EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CORSETTE, PIPES, AND MORE. TECHNIQUES SUCH AS APPLIQUE, BEADING, KNOTTED EMBROIDERY, LACEWORK, AND MANY OTHERS ARE INCLUDED. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $14.95

5856514 SWEET AND SIMPLE PATCHWORK GIFTS. BY H. ARAI AND Y. SANO. A CHARMING COLLECTION OF 25 DELIGHTFUL, EASY TO MAKE PATCHWORK PROJECTS, ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN JAPAN. USING FIVE CLASSIC STITCH PATTERNS THE PROJECTS RANGE FROM PINCUSHIONS, POCKETHOLES, AND PILLOWS TO HANDBAGS, AND COIN PURSES. CONTAINS CLEAR CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAMS AND FULL PATTERNS FOR EACH PROJECT. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $16.95

5689024 JUST TREATS, NO TRICKS: BUXICHTING QUILTS AND MORE TO CELEBRATE AUTUMN. BY BETSY CHUTCHIAN. ASSEMBLES A DIVERSE ARRAY OF CROSS STITCH, NEEDLEPOINT, AND OTHER CRAFT PROJECTS RANGING FROM QUILTS, PILLOWS, AND SMALL TO A STRIKING ORANGE AND BLACK DIAMOND TABLE RUNNER AND WHISICAL WOOL APPLIQUE CHAIR PADS. INCLUDES CHUTCHIAN’S TIME-TESTED TIPS FOR DECKING THE HALLS FOR HALLOWEEN WITH FULL FLOUR. WELL ILLUS. IN COLOR. 144 PAGES. KANSAS CITY STAR. PUB. AT $26.95

5632153 THE LADIES’ HANDBOOK OF FANCY AND ORNAMENTAL WORK: DIRECTIONS AND PATTERNS FROM THE CIVIL WAR ERA. BY FLORENCE HARTLEY. ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN 1859, THIS GUIDE TO ANTIQUE NEEDLEWORK AND HANDCRAFTS OFFERS INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A TREMENDOUS ARRAY OF THE HIGHLY DECORATED ITEMS PRIZED BY VICTORIAN HOMEMAKERS: QUILTS, DOILIES, CUSHIONS, AND EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CORSETTE, PIPES, AND MORE. TECHNIQUES SUCH AS APPLIQUE, BEADING, KNOTTED EMBROIDERY, LACEWORK, AND MANY OTHERS ARE INCLUDED. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $14.95

64521994 HERITAGE DOLL CLOTHES: SEW 20 AMERICAN OUTFITS FOR YOUR 18-INCH DOLLS. BY JOAN HINDS. CELEBRATE AMERICA’S SIGNATURE FASHIONS–ON A SMALLER SCALE! YOU’LL FIND 20 HISTORICAL OUTFITS FOR YOUR 18-INCH DOLL, ALL BASED ON POPULAR LOOKS FROM DECADES PAST. INCLUDES A CD-ROM OF PRINTABLE PATTERNS. WELL ILLUS. 60 PAGES. FONS & PORTER. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $26.95

5747333 TATTING COLLAGE. BY LINDSAY ROGERS. A SIMPLIFIED WAY TO CREATE ATTRACTION DESIGNS USING TATTING, CROCHET, EMBROIDERY, AND KNOTTED DECOBy LINDSAY ROGERS. A SIMPLIFIED WAY TO CREATE ATTRACTION DESIGNS USING TATTING, CROCHET, EMBROIDERY, AND KNOTTED DECO
Needlework Projects & Reference

**6590098 ALL NEW FABRIC SAVVY: How to Choose & Use Fabrics.** By Sandra Betzina. Take the guesswork out of choosing the best fabric for any sewing project. With this must-have garment and home decor sewing reference. For each of the 107 fabrics, it offers detailed information on laying out, marking and cutting, choosing the best needle/thread, stitch length, and presser foot; providing final details; and more. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Taunton. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**59748X MOLLIE MAKES WOODLAND FRIENDS: More Handmade Projects for the Modern Child.** Ed. by Lara Acheson. A wide range of techniques including sewing, crochet, embroidery, papercrafts, and more. Each project is accompanied by clear step-by-step photography with hints and tips from the makers: 95 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $12.95. **$3.95**

**6567142 AUTUMN AT NOTFORGOTTEN FARM: Needlework Projects to Warm Your Hands and Heart.** By Lori Brechlin. Filled with projects to celebrate autumn with the comfort of handwork: the rhythm of pulling wool loops through linen, a flash of needle, cross stitch samplers, and simple appliqué. The eight projects with step by step instructions include a ditty bag, a table-runner, a chair pad, and more. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10⅛. Paperback. **Pub. at $29.55**

**6580564 KNIT-A-BLOCK QUILTS AND AFGHANS.** By Debra Riesenberg et al. Everything you need is included to make your own “Blankets of Love” for your family, for a friend, or to cheer someone special. Includes instructions for over 60 blocks to knit, crochet and quilt. Well illus. in color. 27 pages. FoxChapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$5.95**

**6674801 CASTEERING THE RESISTANCE.** By L. Neel & H. Marano. Be part of the revolution by reclaiming the “domestic arts” of knitting, sewing, and more to channel your feminist rage. Includes tips from the makers. 95 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $17.95. **Price Cut to $7.95**


**4639847 MY LIFE IN FABRIC WITH VALORI WELLS.** Ed. by Lynn Koolish. Well illus. in color. 112 pages.斯塔什. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

Craft Project Collections


**5651250 OFFICE WEAPONS.** By Instructables.com. The motivated DIY-er will find over 1000 unique and innovative ideas to channel your creative energy. Includes: 25 step by step demonstrations for techniques like inkbot contraptions: Decoder Armguard; Signalizing Periscope; Goggling Hook Launcher; Air-Helm Flotation Wings; Belt Gun Armor; Magnetic Amplification Gauntlet; Rocket Pack, and more. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $24.95. **Price Cut to $12.95**

**9777542 THE STEAMPUNK ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: Contraptions, Creation and Curiosities Anyone Can Make.** By Thomas Wilfred. Discover how to forge these imaginative contraptions: Decoder Armguard; Signalizing Periscope; Goggling Hook Launcher; Air-Helm Flotation Wings; Belt Gun Armor; Magnetic Amplification Gauntlet; Rocket Pack, and more. Illus. in color. 197 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$4.95**


**6590098 ALL NEW FABRIC SAVVY: How to Choose & Use Fabrics.** By Sandra Betzina. Take the guesswork out of choosing the best fabric for any sewing project. With this must-have garment and home decor sewing reference. For each of the 107 fabrics, it offers detailed information on laying out, marking and cutting, choosing the best needle/thread, stitch length, and presser foot; providing final details; and more. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Taunton. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6825087 DIY HANDLETTERING: From Monogrammed Pillows to Personalized Stationery.** By Mary Pat Herr. Whether it’s monogramming a plate, designing a striking wall art display, or adding an important date to a pillow, hand-lettering is the way to add a touch of personalization to any object. Step by step instructions included for projects like Etched Wineglasses, Personalized Journals and Lettered Mugs. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$4.95**

**4680608 BACKYARD ROCKETS: Learn to Make and Launch Rockets, Missiles, Cannons, and Other Projectiles.** Ed. by Mike Warren. Learn to make and launch rockets, missiles, cannons, and dozens of other projectiles! Sections include: Small Rockets; Air-Powered Rockets; Soda Bottle Rockets; Obstacle Course Rockets; Launchers, and Special Rockets. Well illus. in color. 197 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$4.95**

Crafting Techniques & References


★ 5651506 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SELLING ARTS & CRAFTS ONLINE: How to Sell on Etsy, ebay, Your Storefront, and Everywhere Else Online. By Kim Solga. Here is all you need to realize your dreams of turning your handwork into cash online. With the rise of Etsy and Pinterest, art and craft buyers and sellers are turning to the Internet to buy, sell and promote, and this A-Z guide is full of expert advice on building an online presence so you can join in. 303 pages. Adams Media. 7¾x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 6726887 GET STARTED IN LEATHER CRAFTING: Step-by-Step Techniques & Tips for Crafting Success. By Tony & Kay Later. Introduces you to the basics of the craft, from pattern and leather preparation to coloring, applying finishes and final assembly. Gives you the confidence and skills to start leather crafting. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

6782027 MIXED-MEDIA PAINT BOX: Weekly Projects for a Year of Creative Exploration. Ed. by Tonia Davenport. Features 52 projects and techniques to help you incorporate multiple mixed-media art forms into your work. Includes tips, hints, and suggestions from some of your favorite artist/authors, including Ruth Rae, Claudine Hellmuth, and Chrissie Grace. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 5837901 JOY OF ZENTANGLE. By Suzanne McNeill et al. The basic theory of Zentangle is explained along with instructions for drawing more than 100 tangles from Certified Zentangle® Teachers. If you need a pen, paper, and this guide to get started on your Zentangle journey. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. 160 pages. Design Originals. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3679337 WAX AND PAPER WORKSHOP: Techniques for Combining Encaustic Paint and Handmade Paper. By Michelle Belto. Inside you’ll find all the basics for working in both wax and paper: easy to understand instructions for making paper and supports to suit your every whim; 14 complete step-out encasautc techniques, and dozens of studio samples and gallery pieces to illustrate and inspire. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 6839371 QUILTED LEATHER: Adding Texture, Dimension, and Style to Leather Crafting. By Cathy Wiggins. Whether you work mainly in leather or in cloth, the helpful new techniques illustrated in this volume give you new direction for your leather projects more than 400 photos that lead you through leather selection, marking designs, layering for quilting, inlay, applique, staining, hardware & embellishment. Fully illus. 216 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

5689485 THE CRAFTERS’ GUIDE TO PATTERNS: Create and Use Your Own Patterns for Gift Wrap, Stationery, Tiles, and More. By Jessica Swift. Designing your own unique patterns and hand-prining them is fun and rewarding. Graceful knots, a simpleeni plot to personalize a tote bag or make custom packaging. This comprehensive, user friendly guide is filled with advice, step by step tutorials, and inspiration to get you started. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


5859255 STENCIL CRAFT: Techniques for Fascinating Art at Home. By Margaret Potter. Fourteen stunning step by step demonstrations—from Day of the Dead messenger bags, to faux stone tile floor cloths, to full landscape paintings. Whether your style is sophisticated or funky, learn about new products, techniques and special effects with plenty of expert tips. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


5972252 CREATING A BEADED BOX. By Suzanne McDougald. Two books in one—an introduction to bead crafting, plus a compendium of almost fifty fabulous projects. Includes step-by-step instructions for basic beading techniques, and projects which include earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $17.99

6455229 100 BEADED FLOWERS, CHARMS & TRINKETS: Perfect Little Designs to Use for Gifts, Jewelry, and Accessories. By Amanda Brooke Munro. Beads are perfect for making all sorts of tiny treasures, and this step by step collection shows you how to make everything from a tiny tea service, a microbead and some minutes flowers to the sweetest little ladybug. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


6618847 BEADWORK: A World Guide. By C. Crafter & P. Shellebrass. A veritable feast for the eyes, this globe-trotting catalog takes readers across cultures and continents to discover the astounding diversity of traditional beadwork. Stunningly illustrated with regional photographs, showcasing vibrant pieces from across North and South America, Africa, Eastern Europe, and more. 400 pages. North Light. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

6418146 SEED BEAD SAVVY: The Best of Bead&Button Magazine. Compiled by Lesley Weiss. A great introduction to bead seeds. You’ll learn dozens of ways to use these small, glittering building blocks to create earrings, bracelets, necklaces and more. Includes clear, detailed instructions for stunning projects. Fully illus., in color. 144 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $37.95 $17.99

★ 6805531 THE BEADING ANSWER BOOK: Solutions to Every Problem You’ll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You’ll Ever Ask. By Karen Morris. With the help of this guide, discover how to tangle beads into stunning mini tapestries, and conclude project with the best clasp for the job. From simple stringing to intricate loom work, over 200 real-life questions are answered. Line drawings. 224 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

★ 6892825 500 BEADING IDEAS: Bead Weaving. By Suzanne McDougald. Everything you need to create a huge variety of projects. From necklaces to earrings, from bracelets to rings, this guide will have you designing and beading your own original creations in no time at all. Mainly illus., in color. 176 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95


See more titles at erhc.com/633
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6730957 SUPER SIMPLE JEWELRY: Threads Selects. By Kollabora. Offers eleven clever and unique projects that have a boutique look and can be made in thirty minutes or less with the step by step instructions. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Embroidery World $8/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

6570534 SHERRY SERAFINI'S SENSATIONAL BEAD EMBROIDERY: 25 Inspiring Jewelry Projects. Sherry Serafini's bead embroidery is widely admired for its rich, lavish surfaces of bead embroidery, often centered around show-stopping focal points. In this guide, she covers all the fundamentals of her accessible craft, getting you started with a bevy of beautifully textured projects. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Lark $8/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

5717442 EXPLORING RESIN JEWELRY. By Heidi Boyd. Brilliant color. Exquisite clarity. Stunning shape. Diamonds? No, resin! In 25 fun and easy-to-follow projects, Boyd reveals the many looks of resin and how easy it is to mix, tint, pour, and manipulate it to create your own gorgeous, one-of-a-kind pendants, bracelets, rings, and earrings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light $7.95.

3575896 WIRED BEAUTIFUL: 30+ Jewelry Projects to Hammer, Coil, Spiral and Twist. By Heidi Boyd. These 30+ projects will get you excited about the many ways you can use wire in your jewelry projects. After learning the ins and outs of working with wire, you'll learn various techniques for wrapping, twisting, coiling and more to make beautiful bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, and rings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light $24.99.

6782088 BEADED JEWELRY: Crafting on the Go. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Begins with a look at the basics, including bead types, tools, and findings. From there, it goes straight into the projects, earrings, bracelets and necklaces, as well as a Dragonfly Hat Pin, Chunky Anklelet, Chunky Coral Twist Choker, and more. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Sixth & Spring $12.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

5992354 THE MISSING LINK: From Basic to Beautiful Wirework Jewelry. By Cindy Wimmer. Get all the details on essential tools and wireworking techniques, as well as a collection of 30 custom link designs and step-by-step instructions for inspiration. Join a variety of contributors who have created 15 jewelry projects, each incorporating one or more of author Cindy Wimmer's custom links. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.


6775934 PEWTER JEWELLERY: Twenty to Make. By Sandy Griffiths. Sandy shares one of her range of pewter jewellery, including brooches, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. Make them for yourself or give as a gift. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95.

6684114 POLYMER CLAY JEWELRY WORKSHOP: Handcrafted Designs & Techniques. Ed. by Sherry Serafini. A beautiful jewelry with this exciting collection of 30 designs, each with matching or complementary pieces. The fully illustrated step-by-step projects are suitable for complete beginners, while more experienced makers will find it a source of ideas and inspiration. With step by step instructions and photography, these step by step projects and can be adapted or complemented by added pieces. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. $8/10%. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95.


668424X DESIGNING AND MAKING RINGS AND BANGLES. By M. Fairer & E. Pourgouris. Gives both clear instruction with step by step guides, and inspiration through stunning examples from leading jewelers. Includes advice on equipment and materials; a guide to using gemstones with a range of settings; and a full account of the design process. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Crowood. $8/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95.

6139352 THE WIREWORKER'S COMPANION. By D. Reardon & D. Dickson. Whether you're new to wire or a wireworking wizard, this is your essential wireworking companion. It covers the tools, materials, and wireworking fundamentals—you'll find advanced topics like texture, patina, and basic metalsmithing; and instructions for creating custom findings. Well illus. in color. 116 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $17.95.


6684262 WIRE JEWELRY WORKSHOP: Handcrafted Designs & Techniques. By Sherry Serafini. Presents a collection of stylish projects from a range of jewelry designers. Each can be made by a beginner, while more experienced makers will find it a source of ideas and inspiration. With detailed step by step instructions and step photography with handy tips throughout. 152 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. $8/10%. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/633
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**Jewelry Making**


**PRICE CUT to $6.95**


**$9.95**


**$9.95**

---

**Fabric & Textile Arts**

**5718260 LEATHERCRAFTED: A Simple Guide to Creating Unconventional Leather Goods.** By Caitlin Miller. Includes numerous vintage trends and detailed instructions, this guide teaches what it means to cut, punch, sew, and rivet leather into one of a kind accessories. Start small with a simple keychain, then build up to a belt, a wallet, a messenger bag, and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Fons & Porter. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**$6.95**


**SOLD OUT**

**673040X EASY-TO-SEW FLOWERS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Making handmade fabric flowers with silk, lace, ribbon, and chiffon is easy with this complete guide including easy to follow instructions. Brighten your wardrobe with a Dior Rose, Flower Belt or a Rosette Necklace. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**$9.95**

**7874399 FAST, FUN & EASY FABRIC BOXES: 8 Great Designs–Unlimited Possibilities.** By Linda Johansen. The author takes her popular fabric-bowl technique a step further with fabric boxes, and you will not believe how fast, fun and easy they are to make. Features 13 beautiful projects for Square Boxes, Treasure Chests, Recipe Boxes, and more, as well as 8 basic box designs with unlimited potential. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**$2.95**

**6802206 50 RIBBON ROSETTES AND BOWS TO MAKE.** By Deauna Colomo McCool. Making ribbon rosettes and bows is a classic, whimsical, some elegant–will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. With many sizes, colors and designs to choose from, these step-by-step projects give you lovely rosette bows for everything from gift boxes to bouquets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**$8.95**


**$5.95**

**5967765 TATTING WITH ANNE ORR.** Composed of rare patterns created during the first half of the twentieth century, this collection features more than 100 designs; over 50 edgings; 40 medallions; 80 leathers; eight resist with application techniques for endless possibilities. Kepose teaches how to create dimensional effects with ingredients like oatmeal, sugar, and soy wax resin or milk and more eight resist with all application techniques for endless possibilities. Kepose teaches how to create dimensional effects with ingredients like oatmeal, sugar, and soy wax resin or milk and more eight resist with

---

**Visual Textures for Fabric: Create Stunning Art Cloth with Water-Based Resists.** By Lisa Goldberg. Learn how to design unique art cloth for your favorite quilting, sewing, home decor, and garment projects. Goldberg teaches how to create dimensional effects with ingredients like oatmeal, sugar, and soy wax resin, milk and more. Eight resist with all application techniques for endless possibilities.

**3684318 VISUAL TEXTURE ON FABRIC: Create Stunning Art Cloth with Water-Based Resists.** By Lisa Goldberg. Learn how to design unique art cloth for your favorite quilting, sewing, home decor, and garment projects. Goldberg teaches how to create dimensional effects with ingredients like oatmeal, sugar, and soy wax resin, milk and more. Eight resist with all application techniques for endless possibilities.
many in color. 152 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00

8602001 DRAWING FASHION: Creating a Collection. By Hilary Lovell. Learn how to draw 18 stylish outfits inspired by a variety of trends, including geometrical, graphic, primal, bold oversized shapes, and city chic. Each chapter is broken down into clear step-by-step drawing exercises, so you can begin your designs to life. Fully illus., many in color. 237 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11. Pap. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

868319 AUTHENTIC SHIRLEY TEMPLE PAPER DOLLS AND DRESSES. Ed. by Marta K. Krebs. Reprinted from the original 1937 edition. This collection of the lovable child star and her wardrobe is complemented by photographs of Shirley wearing each of the original costumes. Fully illus., in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $5.95

8687513 ERTE FASHION PAPER DOLLS OF THE TWENTIES. Six sophisticated fashion paper dolls accompany the fabulous designs of the world famous theatrical and fashion designer Erte. This panorama of early twentieth century costume includes 43 outfits that incorporate gowns, coats, hats and accessories for every season. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $6.95

8690109 THE SECRETS OF FASHION DRAWING. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Starting with a vast array of materials, equipment, and different ways of working, this guide addresses the language of fashion, its origins and uses. It also includes a fun trip through the world of color, examining its importance and significance in fashion, and exploring drawing styles and presentation methods. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11½. Pap. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

8691978 CREATIVE FASHION DRAWING: A Complete Guide to Design and Illustration Style. By Siobhan Chapman. When you are a serious student who wants to add to your skills or someone who simply enjoys the creative process, this inspirational yet practical guide will take your work to another level. Includes sections on templates and poses, fabrics, accessories and clothing design. Fully illus., many in color. 160 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11½. Pap. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


8672846 AMERICAN PIONEER FAMILY PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Step back into the mid-nineteenth century and experience the life of the pioneer family as they travel across the frontier. Expertly researched, their detailed wardrobe includes buckskins, calico frocks, cowboy outfits, and other costumes for work and play. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $6.95

5971845 SOUTHERN BELLES PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. The romance of the Old South is magnificently captured in this paper doll collection, highlighting the elaborate dresses and gowns and the military uniforms typical of a well to do plantation family of the Civil War era. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x10½. Pap. Bound. $11.99 $7.95

6678572 GREAT COSTUMES FROM CLASSIC MOVIES PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Female figures, with some attachable heads for each of 27 stars, model exquisite gowns created for stars such as Vivien Leigh, Lana Turner, Marlene Dietrich, Natalie Wood and 24 others, including Jack Lemon. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $5.95

6677894 MARILYN MONROE PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Marilyn Monroe, like Garbo, projected a quality greater than her filmic moment, elevating her presence on the screen. This collection features a Marilyn figure and 31 costumes from 24 of her films, from Ladies of the Chorus (1948) to Something’s Got to Give (1963), which was never completed. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $5.95

6685556 GLAMOROUS MOVIE STARS OF THE 1950S PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. A bevy of actresses who epitomize the dazzling Hollywood style of the 1950s appear in this brilliant collection. Tierney has designed a paperdoll for each of eight actresses, along with four costumes from memorable roles. Actresses include Doris Day, Jane Russell, Audrey Hepburn, and Elizabeth Taylor. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $5.95

6678556 GLAMOROUS STARS OF THE FORTIES PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Eight of the most glamorous film stars of the 1940s, a decade when movie glamour was at its peak, are featured in interchangeable costumes from their best films. Actresses include Ingrid Bergman, Dorothy Lamarr, Dorothy Lamour, Veronica Lake, Lana Turner, and Gene Tierney. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pap. Bound. $5.95

6677813 MICHELLE OBAMA FASHION ICON PAPER DOLLS. By Ted Toten. This lovely paper doll of Michelle Obama is accompanied by accurate renditions of her dress, shoes, and jewelry worn at the white house. Each costume includes the designer’s name and brief details are provided on the inside covers. Fully illus. in color. Dover. Pap. Bound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

590577X DESIGNER NAILS: Create Art at Your Fingertips. By Audrya M. Bulzoni. Offers invaluable advice on growing and maintaining healthy nails, polished off with step by step instructions on 50 fabulous and unique nail art designs, from simple geometric shapes to more complex laminate patterns. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Periplus. Pap. Bound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95


6671890 BALLOGWNS: British Glamour Since 1950. By O. Cullen & S. Stanfill. Including designs by Alexander McQueen, Bellville Sassoon, Zandra Rhodes and more, this lavish volume presents striking photographs of British ballgowns spanning 60 years. While the ball has been replaced by the red carpet, ballgowns continue to be a staple in today’s designers’ collections. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pap. Bound. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

PRETTY GENTLEMEN: Macaroni Men and the Eighteenth-Century Fashion World. By Peter McNeil. An award-winning fashion historian brings together dress, biography and historical events with the broader visual and material culture of the period, in this volume devoted to notable eighteenth-century male fashion. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95


5978351 FASHION MUSE: The Inspiration Behind Iconic Design. By Debra N. Mancoff. Lavishly illustrated and thematically arranged, it looks at the many iterations a muse might take: Greek goddess, fairy-tale princess, wife, lover, superhero, model, celebrity, and artist. A prominent art historian with a profound knowledge of the culture of fashion, Mancoff delivers wide and diverse pairings both familiar and surprising, including the first couturier Charles Frederick Worth and his wife, Elsa Schiaparelli. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Prestel. 8½x11. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95


653137 BARN WEDDINGS. By Maggie Lord. Offers ideas on how to create a barn wedding on a budget. Featuring the stories of 12 barn wedding survivors, this handsome volume. Roetzel introduces some of the world’s top designers including Basso & Grassi, as well as an energetic, creative, and forward-thinking women and democratic leaders, revealing the evolution of the characteristic sartorial codes that marked each era. Well illus., many in color. 288 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12½. Import. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

5812555 NORELL: Master of American Fashion. By J. Banks & D. de La Goz. This volume, showcasing the 50-year career of this American couturier, explores his designs and fashion innovations in the context of the late 20th-century world of fashion and the film industry. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

6840671 POWER & STYLE: A World History of Politics and Dress. By Dominique & Francois Gaulme. Explores fashion’s role in distinguishing those with authority and influence in societies throughout the ages, from emperors and empresses to dictators and democratic leaders, revealing the evolution of the characteristic sartorial codes that marked each era. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12½. Import. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

681689X SWITCHED ON: Women Who Revolutionized Style in the ’60s. By Cindy De La Hoz. A celebration of legendary screen star Audrey Hepburn and designer Hubert de Givenchy, this fascinating book showcases several fashion designers who redefined the limitations of female experiences throughout the 20th-century world of fashion. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Times. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95

6617980 CLAUDE MONTANA: Fashion Radical. By Manelle Cro. Examines the principles and practices that underpin the Montana universe, the fundamentals of a unique style and a dazzling originality. The Montana woman embodied razor-sharp tailoring and strong silhouettes with dramatic proportions and masculine lines. 146 illus., 124 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x11½. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

6681859 FASHION PLATES: 150 Years of Style. By Alice Cahnman. Before photography, magazines used colorful prints to depict the latest fashion trends. In this comprehensive study, the fashion plates used together (many of them reproduced at actual size), dating from 1778 to the early 20th century. The result is a fresh and fascinating look at the evolution of fashion for both men and women. Fully illus. in color. 250 pages. Weldon Owen. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

6673228 DARLING OF DRESSING: Children’s Costume 1860-1920. By Norma Shephard. A unique look at children’s costume from the late 19th and early 20th centuries, revealing diverse cultural influences on its manufacture and design. Pieces are presented in montages illustrating historical fashion plate selections from vintage catalogues and magazines, as well as contemporary color photos. 192 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

6813837 THE FASHION SWATCH BOOK. By Marnie Fogg. Features over 1,000 classic and contemporary designs and more than 200 of the world’s top designers. Fully illus. in color. 448 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95
**6619938 NAUTICAL CHIC.** By Amber Jane Butchart. The definitive history of nautical style, this lavishly illustrated celebration follows the contours and sheer stripes that tuck through its many incarnations, from the classic sportswear to the pirate. Inside you’ll find gorgeous designs by Coco Chanel, Vivenne Westwood, Alexander McQueen, and more. 224 pages. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. **$14.95**

**6749097 ICONIC DRESSES: 25 Moments in Twentieth Century Fashion.** By William Banks-Blaney. Through a selection of 25 iconic vintage dresses the author tells the stories of the designers who created them, the women who wore them and the history of twentieth-century fashion. Accompanied by exquisite photography of what are arguably the finest examples of each of these landmark designs. 192 pages. Import. Pub. at $35.00. **$12.95**

**6687075 TUDOR FASHION.** By Eleri Lynn. The magnificent style and fashion of the court was pivotal in the communication of status and power during the Tudor dynasty. This comprehensive and handsomely illustrated history offers fresh insight into the social and political milieu of these fashions, especially in the context of the buildings in which they were worn. 208 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. **$35.95**

**6729304 VOGUE: The Gown.** By Eliza Ellis. A curated collection of more than 300 fabulous images groupd into five thematic chapters: Classical, Fantasy, Drama, Decorative and Modern. Ellis provides both an evocative celebration of fashion’s most magical creations, and a showcase of the work of British Vogue’s very best photographers. 304 pages. Firefly. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.95. **$39.95**

**5834000 RUSSIAN SPLENDOR: Splendorous Fashion Through the Russian Court.** By Mikhail Piotrovsky. Shows the magnificent court dress of the Russian Empire, culled from the collection at the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia, and photographed using the digital technology that the Met has made their own. With details highlighting the handspan silks and lace and jeweled embroideries, this volume features the grandeur of gilded age and offers a fascinating window into a vanished world. 438 pages. Skira/Rizzoli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $90.00. **$72.95**

**6676523 THE CLOTHING OF THE WORLDS OF THE AMERICAS.** The comprehensive history of native American dress from the New World’s earliest inhabitants to the present. This lavishly illustrated volume focuses upon the key creations of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the Americas’ 500th anniversary, this illustrated volume explores the rich history of fashion in the Americas, and the innumerable luminaries that graced its pages. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x13¼. Pub. at $80.00. **$59.95**

**5976537 1950s AMERICAN FASHION.** By Jonathan Walford. Despite a swing toward social and political conservatism in the 1950s, American culture was also a breeding ground for the artistic avant-garde, and it had a profound influence on American fashions. Included is an illustrated collection of fashions designers like Bill Blass, Oscar de la Renta, and Geoffrey Beene who designed for the needs of Americans, post WWII. Illus., col. & bw. Import. Pub. at $10.95. **$5.95**

**5894298 JAZZ AGE: Fashion in the Roaring 20s.** The Roaring Twenties offered more than just a decadent party life. This account contributes to a more balanced interpretation of fashion in the 1920s, with a focus on both men and women. Based on original research, it reviews the history of 1920s fashion and highlights its significance for subsequent developments in fashion. Illus., many in color. 64 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.95. **$11.95**

**6683038 FASHION DESIGNERS AT THE OPERA.** By Helena Matheopoulos. Leading fashion designers, such as Giorgio Armani and Christian Dior, are profiled together with their designs for the opera—a fruitful collaboration of the most theatrical of arts and the most visionary fashion designers. 202 illus., 195 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00. **$39.95**

**6618294 FASHION ACCESSORIES: The Complete 20th Century Sourcebook.** By John Peacock. A comprehensive record of twentieth-century fashion accessories with a panoramic scope covering every kind of male and female accessory for both day and evening wear. 317 illus. 60 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $18.95. **$12.95**

**5812305 FLEETING GESTURES AND OBSESSIONS.** By Manolo Blahnik. The definitive monograph of the work of Manolo Blahnik, one of the most influential icons in contemporary fashion featuring more than forty years of shoe design. This comprehensive survey, generous with gorgeous photography, provides access to never-before-seen examples of his designs. 488 pages. Illus., most in color. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $150.00. **$49.95**

**4611314 THE ITALIAN ART OF SHOEMAKING: Works of Art in Leather.** Ed. by Cristina Morozzi. A look into the world of Italian shoemaking, specifically the Moreschi artisans. Filled with lavish photos of all steps of the process, the conversations with the founder, follow the story from the arrival of the leather to boxing and dispatching the finished shoes to stores. 244 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $80.00. **$59.95**

**5793114 GIORGIO ARMANI.** A comprehensive celebration of the fashions of one of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the designer’s 40th anniversary, this illustrated volume focuses upon the key creations of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the Americas’ 500th anniversary, this illustrated volume explores the rich history of fashion in the Americas, and the innumerable luminaries that graced its pages. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x13¼. Pub. at $80.00. **$59.95**

**6696945 SIXTIES FASHION: From ‘Less Is More’ to Youthquake.** By Jonathan Walford. In a beautifully designed celebration of an influential decade, Walford studies the definitive story of the clothes, the labels, the movement and the music that shook the very foundations of society. Period advertisements and first-hand accounts from contemporary publications bring this revolutionary era to life. 170 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. **$29.95**

**6618308 FASHION DESIGNERS AT THE OPERA.** By Helena Matheopoulos. Leading fashion designers, such as Giorgio Armani and Christian Dior, are profiled together with their designs for the opera—a fruitful collaboration of the most theatrical of arts and the most visionary fashion designers. 202 illus., 195 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00. **$39.95**

**6618294 FASHION ACCESSORIES: The Complete 20th Century Sourcebook.** By John Peacock. A comprehensive record of twentieth-century fashion accessories with a panoramic scope covering every kind of male and female accessory for both day and evening wear. 317 illus. 60 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $18.95. **$12.95**

**5812305 FLEETING GESTURES AND OBSESSIONS.** By Manolo Blahnik. The definitive monograph of the work of Manolo Blahnik, one of the most influential icons in contemporary fashion featuring more than forty years of shoe design. This comprehensive survey, generous with gorgeous photography, provides access to never-before-seen examples of his designs. 488 pages. Illus., most in color. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $150.00. **$49.95**

**5793114 GIORGIO ARMANI.** A comprehensive celebration of the fashions of one of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the designer’s 40th anniversary, this illustrated volume focuses upon the key creations of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the Americas’ 500th anniversary, this illustrated volume explores the rich history of fashion in the Americas, and the innumerable luminaries that graced its pages. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x13¼. Pub. at $80.00. **$59.95**

**6618308 FASHION DESIGNERS AT THE OPERA.** By Helena Matheopoulos. Leading fashion designers, such as Giorgio Armani and Christian Dior, are profiled together with their designs for the opera—a fruitful collaboration of the most theatrical of arts and the most visionary fashion designers. 202 illus., 195 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00. **$39.95**

**6618308 FASHION DESIGNERS AT THE OPERA.** By Helena Matheopoulos. Leading fashion designers, such as Giorgio Armani and Christian Dior, are profiled together with their designs for the opera—a fruitful collaboration of the most theatrical of arts and the most visionary fashion designers. 202 illus., 195 in color. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00. **$39.95**
7520581 FAIRY GARDENING: Creating Your Own Magical Miniature Garden. By J. Bawden-Davis & B. Turner. Build your very own magical mini-gardens that are realistic and beautiful enough to attract Thumbelina herself. You’ll learn to design, plant, accessorize, and care for your small corner of the world, while gaining inspiration from a showcase of impressive pieces. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

6795243 ENCHANTING ART DOLLS & SOFT SCULPTURES. By Marina Druker. Create the doll of your dreams—clays, crazy quilting, and creative stitchery. Eight unique projects include a beautiful mermaid, a fantasy fish, an elegant princess, and a sweet teddy bear. Learn artistic techniques for sewing, sculpting, and painting to give your doll exquisite style. Well illus. in color. 88 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

5905370 FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Created exclusively from natural elements gleaned from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy homes will delight those with a pressing interest in mythical creatures. Includes full step by step detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. P$30.00 $21.95

3679179 CLOTH DOLLS FOR TEXTILE ARTISTS. By Ray Slater. Contains full step by step instructions and patterns for three key doll styles: stump dolls, wire-frame dolls, and a unique doll Madame, plus a collection of innovative textile techniques for decorating your doll to make it your own. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8¼x11. Pub. at $28.95 $3.95

6806153 LIFELIKE ARTIST DOLLS: How-To and Inspiration from Lynn Cartwright’s Studio. Learn one of a kind polymer clay doll-making tips from an award-winning expert. Follow her step by step guidance through key parts of the process, from material choices to armatures to facial modeling to accuracy in costuming. A valuable resource for doll collectors as well as makers. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. $21.95

6683908 EDWARDIAN ERA MINIATURES IN 1:12 SCALE. By Jane Harrop. This delightful guide is packed with projects, enabling readers to give their dolls’ houses an authentic period feel. It includes over 40 step by step projects, plus an overview of innovative textile techniques for decorating your doll to make it your own. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8¼x11. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

5668283 SEW YOUR OWN DOLLS: 25 Stylish Dolls to Make and Personalize. By Louise Kelly. Make a doll for all your friends and get creative with their outfits, hair, and accessories. Includes templates for the dolls’ clothes and accessories, and step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5747376 THE BIG BOOK OF A MINIATURE HOUSE: Create and Decorate a House Room by Room. By Christine-Lea Frisoe. Explains everything you need to know to build and furnish a beautiful miniature French country house in 1:12 scale. Includes step by step instructions along with information on the tools needed to complete the project. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

6576206 CLASSIC CLOTH DOLLS: Beautiful Fabric Dolls and Clothes from the Vogue Patterns Collection. By Linda Carr. Filled with invaluable instructions and innovative ideas to revitalize the original 1930 edition, this book contains instructions for making such items as continuous wooden chairs, working wooden scissors and pliers, balls in cages, entwined hearts, fans, and shops, plus hundreds of other projects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth & Spring. 9¼x11½. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

5780933 THE ART OF WHITTLING: Classic Woodworking Projects for Beginners and Hobbyists. By Walter L. Faurot. This is an unabridged republication of the original 1930 edition of the book that contains instructions for making such items as continuous wooden chairs, working wooden scissors and pliers, balls in cages, entwined hearts, fans, and shops, plus hundreds of other projects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth & Spring. 9¼x11½. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

4607260 MAKING WOODEN GEAR CLOCKS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Really Keep Time. By the eds. of Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts. This book is packed with step by step instructions and detailed patterns for carving a variety of faces. You’ll also discover Enlow’s secret to success is learning how to render highly detailed eyes, lips, nose, hair, and ears before moving on to carving a complete face. Color photos. 141 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

5561130 CARVING FANCY WALKING STICKS. By Harold Enlow. Here you’ll find instructions and detailed patterns for carving a variety of handles. Many of the designs featured are unique and can only be found here. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

6731074 WOODTURNING DESIGN: Using Shape, Proportion, and Decoration. By Derek Hayes. Investigates the process and practice of design in woodturning. Design is rarely a priority for the beginner woodturner and most turners in their early work begin by concentrating on technique rather than shape or form, which can prove counterproductive. Explores proportion, the pattern, the foot, the rim, and more. Fully illus. in color. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

658876X 86 CANE PATTERNS FOR THE WOODCARVER. By Tom Wolfe. Each type of walking stick is represented here: the cane, the staff, and the quarterstaff. Patterns include everything from fish to dragons to beavers, making this book a valuable reference for all carvers. Fully illus. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. $14.95


6749063 FINE WOODTURNING TECHNIQUES & PROJECTS. Gather the basic articles on basic techniques for every major turning tool; advice on turning a wide array of furniture parts; plus a host of other projects, including vessels, bowls, platters, and more. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

6590136 HAND CARVING YOUR OWN WALKING STICK. By David Stehly. Learn to carve beautiful wildlife-themed walking sticks with this informative and easy-to-follow guide. In three detailed projects and twelve ready-to-use patterns, Stehly walks you through the entire process, resulting in artisan-quality sticks, staffs, and canes. Includes feature falcons, snakes, waterfowl, and more. Well illus., many in color. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

SOLD OUT

Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses

Wood Crafts & Carving
Wood Crafts & Carving

**3641767 PYROGRAPHY PATTERNS: Basic Techniques and 30 Wildlife Designs for Woodburning.** By Sue Waters. Offers thirty dynamic North American wildlife patterns in use in woodburning projects. These engaging animal subjects include geese, eagles, bears, deer, wolves, foxes, owls, chipmunks, cougars, and more, and their designs are provided in both line and detailed tonal patterns. Full color. Illus. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6845215 CNC ROUTER ESSENTIALS: Basics for Mastering the Most Innovative Tool in Your Workshop.** By R. Johnson & G. Vondriska. Guides you through the critical step in learning how to master this game changing woodworking tool. Includes easy to follow basics on machine use and project design. Advice for selecting the correct bits and understanding toolpath fundamentals. Step by step projects in 2-D and 3-D. Illus. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**868633X HANDMADE BIRDHOUSES and FEEDERS.** By Michele McKee-Osinski. Offers step by step project instructions, clear artwork, and stunning photos that will inspire you to build your own bird, bee, bat, and bug houses. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5884284 WOODWORKER’S PATTERN BOOK: 78 Realistic Fretwork Animals.** By Jacob & Wayne Fowler. Provides 78 realistic ready-to-use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of animals. The authors include advice for beginners and more advanced woodcarvers, along with expert scrollng tips and techniques plus information on wood preparation, blade selection, finishing, and display options. Full color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6872965 WILDLIFE INTARSIA WOODWORKING, 2ND EDITION: Patterns & Techniques for Making 3-D Wooden Animals.** By J.G. Roberts & J. Boohar. Provides all the inspiration and information you need to make life-sized and highly realistic wildlife portraits. Two intarsia legends provide expert instruction on choosing wood as well as shaping and sanding techniques, then present complete step-by-step projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6697919 THE DANISH ART OF WHITTLING–SNITTE: Make Beautiful Wooden Birds.** By Frank Egholm. Suitable for beginners and seasoned whittlers, Egholm provides techniques and instructions for creating a wide assortment of birds, covering everything you need to know from basic techniques to bringing your birds to life with color. 128 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3643115 WHITTLING TWIGS & BRANCHES, 2ND EDITION: Unique Birds, Flowers, Trees & More from Easy-to-Find Wood.** By Chris Lubkemann. With a little more than a knife, a branch, and a dose of concentration, this guide shows you how to create unique keepsakes that are fun to make, will be appreciated as gifts, or can be popular items for sale. Learn how to make a rooster, a monkey, a bear, and more. Full color. 68 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**5759908 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING.** By Chris Lubkemann et al. Contains all you need to know to make 15 wooden projects you can make in a weekend. Includes step by step instructions and ready to carve patterns, techniques for twigs and branches; the four basic knife cuts that whittlers use; and much more. Full color. 96 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99


**5545609 CHAINSAW CARVING, 2ND EDITION REVISED: The Art and Craft, By Hal MacNee. Follow along as MacNee shows you how to cut "scratch drawings," relief and pierced relief carvings, step cut carvings, lifesized three dimensional carvings, and totem poles. In addition, the works of 23 chainsaw carvers are featured in this book. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

**6671603 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF SEGMENTED WOODTURNING: Projects, Techniques, & Innovations for Today’s Woodworker.** By James Rodgers. Contains all the essential tools, steps of construction, and critical techniques for accurate segment cutting, then moves on to ring segmented and open segmented turning. You’ll find updated techniques and tool information, step by step instructions and projects, a comprehensive woodworking techniques section. The book includes illustrated step by step instructions and projects. Fully illus. in color. 180 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6617778 THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WOODWORKING HANDTOOLS, INSTRUMENTS & DEVICES, VOLUME 1.** By Graham Blackburn. Illustrated with 570 original hand-drawn illustrations, this references offers an alphabetical listing of over 600 hand tools, plus an advice to a designer about the rules–each with clearly-stated definitions and fascinating historical information 182 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**3643123 WOODCARVING MAGIC: How to Transform a Single Block of Wood into Impossible Forms.** By Chris Lubkemann et al. Presents woodcarvers more than 25 designs for carving "tricky objects" with connected parts that are loose, yet cannot be taken apart, you’ll learn to craft astonishing lanyard knots, hanging rings, and more. Features over thirty ten detailed step-by-step diagrams and detailed instructions that break down the process into achievable steps. 132 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6590810 TURNED BOXES: 40 Inspiring Boxes by Expert Makers.** By Nick Arnull et al. Contains 40 fantastic boxes devised by expert turners from around the world, with designs to suit all levels of ability. Projects include end grain boxes, finial boxes, and Tunbridge ware, along with easy to use diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**5697999 BUILD 25 BEAUTIFUL BOXES.** By Doug Stowe. Features an array of gorgeous boxes for a variety of special uses; jewelry, pens, gifts and more. Instructions include step by step directions for making inlay to enhance your projects. Also includes helpful tips on sourcing wood. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99

**6598002 TINY BOXES: 10 Skill-Building Box Projects.** By Doug Stowe. Box making is one of the best ways to develop your skills as a woodworker while also making something functional and beautiful. Stowe breaks the process down into easy-to-follow construction of ten tiny boxes, 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5762367 CUSTOM GUNSTOCK CARVING.** By Philip R. Eck. Presents a detailed guide to the gunstock carver’s art, from descriptions of proper working conditions and tool choices, to tips on design selection, pattern making, and a wide variety of cutting methods. Also includes a gallery of ready to use, full-scale patterns for buttstock and grip carvings, and decorative accents and borders. 168 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

"See more titles at erhbc.com/633 – 49 –"
**6617611** FURNITURE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION, VOLUME 4: Classic Projects & Lessons of the Craft. By Graham Blackburn. Philades: Philadelphia College of Art. Contains insights into the entire design and construction process, with lessons of design—the ideas and paradigms that every designer employs to guarantee balance, pleasing proportions, and a style appropriate to the fine piece's use and location. Offers twelve projects ranging from simple to sophisticated, and from contemporary to periods such as Gothic and 18th century. Illus. 240 pages. Spring House. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


**5824567** WOODEN PUZZLES: 25 Handmade Puzzles and Brain Teasers. By Brian Menold. What could be better than a woodworking project that expands your woodworking skills, results in a gallery-worthy project that will bring hours of entertainment, and could even make a dent in your pile of scrap wood? Menold takes you step-by-step through the construction of 20 ingenious puzzle projects, ranging from simple to sophisticated, and from contemporary to traditional. Fully in color. Illus. 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**5932378** HEIRLOOM WOOD: A Modern Guide to Carving Spoons, Bowls, Boards, and Other Homewares. By Max Bainbridge. Combining traditional techniques with contemporary design, Bainbridge teaches you how to identify wood types, source timber, and set up a basic toolbox. He then offers step-by-step carving and cutting techniques for making your own simple, yet elegant, woodworking projects. Includes 46 ready-to-use patterns for cute critters, memorable personalities, holiday-themed creations, and more. 200 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

**6683770** THE ART OF TURNED BOWLS: Designing Bowls with a World-Class Turner. By Richard Raffan. First published as Turned Bowl Design in 1987, this book has been completely updated and could even make a dent in your pile of scrap wood! Menold takes you step-by-step through the construction of 20 ingenious puzzle projects, ranging from simple to sophisticated, and from contemporary to traditional. Fully in color. Illus. 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**6682024** WOODTURNING PATTERNS: 80+ Designs for the Workshop, Garden, and Every Room in the House. By David Heim. An essential resource for woodturners of all skill levels. Provides more than 80 patterns that range from simple to sophisticated, and from contemporary to traditional. Shows you the basics of woodturning, tools and materials needed, and how to make a variety of woodturning projects. Fully in color. Illus. 192 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


**5772699** WOODWORKING PROJECT & PATTERN TREASURY. By Deborah Picciuto. A collection puts thousands of woodworking design possibilities at your fingertips. With a treasure trove of patterns to select from—individual elements, borders, and central images—this guide allows you to mix and match pieces to create an infinite number of designs for patterns, and more. Fully in color. Illus. most in color. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**5772362** CARVING the HUMAN FACE, SECOND EDITION REvised. Capturing Character and Expression in Wood. By Jeff Phares. In this revised and expanded edition, you will learn to create genuine, lifelike expressions in wood. Following a step by step project with more than 350 color photos and 50 drawings that provide you with anatomical references, you’ll be guided completely sculpt the piercing features of a Native American warrior wearing a wolf headdress. Fully in color. 143 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


**5842293** TRADITIONAL STICKMAKING. By Charlie Walker. An age-old craft, stickmaking is an absorbing and rewarding craft even today. This guide offers step by step instructions for the entire process, with inspiring color photographs of twenty finished projects. Fully in color. 96 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**5880513** CARVING SOLD OUT BOOKS. By Jeff Picciuto. Features 15 beautiful projects that range from simple to sophisticated, and from contemporary to traditional. Shows you the basics of wood carving, tools, and finishing, along with inspiring color photographs of twenty finished projects. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**6617891** MAKE YOUR OWN WOODCARVING TOOLS. By Jeff Picciuto. You’ll learn how to select, clean and sharpen your tools, make the proper path into woodcarving and much more! 205 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95


WOODCRAFTS & CARVING


PRICE CUT TO $4.95


PRICE CUT TO $5.95


667002 The Essential Woodturner: Classic Projects & Smart Techniques Every Turner Needs to Know. Ed. by Tim Snyder. Here are the “go-to” creations that every woodturner should know how to make, either for themselves or as gifts. Over thirty projects—from pepper mills and bottle stoppers to pens, mallets, rolling pins and duck calls—are presented with helpful drawings, step-by-step instructions, tips and techniques, and expert guidance. 224 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6589029 Turned Toys. By Mark Baker. Twenty charming projects include traditional favorites such as a spinning top, tea party goodies, skittles, stacking blocks, a pull-along train and ring-turned pigs. Each one has complete step-by-step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

6593995 Turning Humidors with Dink Sing. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

PRICE CUT TO $2.95


Wood Carving & Wood Crafts

27432X Great Book of Carving Patterns: 200 Ideas for Woodcarving Projects. By Lora S. Irish. This resource will provide any woodcarving artist with virtually unlimited design ideas. From buffalo to bears, from wood spirits to wild horses, from sailboats to the Statue of Liberty, this wide-ranging collection covers all of today’s popular subjects. Fully illus. 200 pages. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $24.99

$16.95

456068X Woodland Craft. By Ben Law. A seasoned woodsmen demonstrates how to make an array of craft products from materials found in the woods—baskets, rakes, spoons, chairs, baskets and more. Detailed instruction and advice is joined by essential tips on tools and devices, plus fascinating information on the crafting tradition. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00

$24.95

6677002 The Essential Woodturner: Classic Projects & Smart Techniques Every Turner Needs to Know. Ed. by Tim Snyder. Here are the “go-to” creations that every woodturner should know how to make, either for themselves or as gifts. Over thirty projects—from pepper mills and bottle stoppers to pens, mallets, rolling pins and duck calls—are presented with helpful drawings, step-by-step instructions, tips and techniques, and expert guidance. 224 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$21.95

7575688 Chainsaw Carving a Bear: A Complete Step-by-Step Guide. By Jamie Doeren. Chainsaw carving is quickly becoming a popular hobby for woodworkers and a lucrative way to earn money selling carvings. Now, you can learn the secrets to transforming an ordinary piece of wood into a striking work of art with the easy to follow instruction found here. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95


$21.95

662636X The Tinkering Woodworker: Weekend Projects for Home, Work & Play. By Douglas Congdon-Martin. Offers functional products that are built to last, including 14 original projects geared for home, work, and play. Ranging from a standing desk to a whimsical teardrop pet house, with levels from easy to advanced. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

6689027 Make Getting Started With 3D Carving. By Zach Kaplan. Designed to build your confidence and experience, the five step-by-step projects and skill builders in this guide start easy and increase in complexity. Projects include a faux 3D mosaic, a fidget spinner toy, and more. Well illus. in color. 124 pages. Maker Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

5962609 Carving & Painting Noah’s Ark. By Patty Padden. Carve and paint your own Noah’s Ark with Padden’s easy layered techniques for transforming a major project into simple, achievable carvings, while adding a touch of whimsy along the way. A bonus pullout pattern pack provides full-size patterns for the Ark and Noah’s animals, and fun accessories. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

5684238 Taunton’s Wood Carving Basics. By David Sanol. The projects within have been designed to give beginners the experience of working with wood. A wide variety of tools and materials, sharpening and care for your tools, relief carving, power carving, chip carve, and paint and finish. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

PRICE CUT TO $13.95

Metal Crafts

3516571 Metalworking: Old-Fashioned Tools, Materials, and Processes for the Handyman. By Paul N. Hasluck. First published in 1938, this classic guide from master blacksmith Paul Hasluck is filled with more than 2,000 beautiful B&W illustrations and clear, comprehensive instructions, offering everything you need to turn a chunk of metal into a useful and well-crafted product. 760 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$6.95

5833543 My Masterpiece Scythian Metalwork Kit: The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Contains all you need to make your own masterpiece inspired by a gold Scythian Griffin; a 12-page instruction booklet; 2 sheets of metal; enameled metal art objects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

6676324 Horseshoe Crafts: More Than 30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home. By Batiee the Welder. Whether you’re a beginning welder or a more experienced crafter, this inspiring guide shows you how to make use of those old horseshoes in a fun and creative way. Inside, 12-page instruction booklet; 2 sheets of metal; 672180X My Masterpiece Scythian Metalwork Kit: The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Contains all you need to make your own masterpiece inspired by a gold Scythian Griffin; a 12-page instruction booklet; 2 sheets of metal; enameled metal art objects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95


$13.95

5956102 Enameling on Metal. By N. Lopez-Hidalgo & E.P. I M. Explains the basic techniques clearly, with a discussion of the characteristics and care based on design, materials and tools, and various working techniques. Also presents step by step instructions for crafting several different enameled metal art objects. In color. 160 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663 - 51 -
Papercrafts


- **6653773 EASY BIRD ORIGAMI**, By Tammy Yee. Features 30 colorful bird models with simple folding instructions and fun facts about each species. Perforated for easy removal, the models include the Baltimore Oriole, Black-Capped Chickadee, Northern Cardinal, Lilac-Breasted Roller and more. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 **$7.95**

- **667848 FOLDED BOOK ART**, By Clare Youngs. Presents 35 inspiring projects, all made from old books. Includes complete step-by-step instructions for splendid scenes such as delicate paper mushrooms and fairies; a fairy tale castle, winter reindeer, and more. Recycle your old books into a beautiful array of paper crafts. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $21.95 **$16.95**

- **6590090 KING ARTHUR PAPER DOLLS**, By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Camelot and the grand Arthurian legends come to colorful life in this gorgeous collection of paper doll art. Features five costumed dolls each with a variety of additional outfits and accessories, and a colorful backdrop on the inside covers. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 **$9.95**

- **5928397 IDEAS FOR CARDMAKERS: Over 50 Templates and Hundreds of Variations**, By Francie Snyman. Filled with ideas for cardmakers of all levels, this fabulous collection of templates will simplify the process of creating beautiful cards. Includes over 50 templates and numerous examples of exquisite cards made using each one. Fully illus. 127 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

- **6705774 SPACE FLYERS PAPER AIRPLANE BOOK: 63 Mini Planes to Fold and Fly**, By K. Blackburn & J. Lammers. Welcome to the world of miniature aviation! Featuring multiple copies of 12 tiny illustrated paper models–from the Dynamo to the Alien Clipper, to the Mustang, the Thunderbird, and more. Includes 120 paper planes, 60 colored paper sheets, and a color chart. Fully illus. in color. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

- **670574X POCKET FLYERS PAPER AIRPLANE BOOK: 69 Mini Planes to Fold and Fly**, By K. Blackburn & J. Lammers. Welcome to the world of miniature aviation! Featuring multiple copies of 12 tiny illustrated paper models–from the Thunderbird to the Alien Clipper, to the Mustang, and more. Features 120 paper planes, 60 colored paper sheets, and a color chart. Fully illus. in color. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


- **6760635 THE ART OF POP-UP: The Magical World of Three-Dimensional Books**, By Jean Charlot. This beautiful volume presents a selection of both classic works, and contemporary designers and artists, who have appropriated traditional techniques to revitalize this world of creativity and their astonishing creations. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Promopress. Paperbound Import. **$26.95**

- **6728879 FAITHFUL PAPERCRAFTING: Notecards, Gift Tags, Scrapbook Paper & More to Share the Blessing**, By Robin Pickers. You’ll find everything you need to create cards and envelopes featuring calligraphy. Includes 50 faith based greeting cards. 16 affirmative gift tags, 18 thoughtful mini cards, 6 inspirational bookmarks, envelope templates, frameable art, and stunning scrapbook paper. A wonderful resource for every crafter who walks in faith. Fully illus., in color. 80 pages of design Originals. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 **$11.95**

- **5692279 CREATE-YOUR-OWN HANDMADE CHRISTMAS CARDS: 30 Ready to color cards with envelopes feature cozy winter scenes and festive seasonal sayings. Five include a punch-out ornament. Make every card a handmade holiday gift. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

- **6668188 SEASONS: Make it by Hand**, By Shobhna Patel. Includes complete instructions and special sheets for making projects to create a three-dimensional work of art. Create a carousel, a mother swan and cygnets, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished pieces. Fully illus. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

- **6741142 DOGS IN ORIGAMI**, By John Montroll. Offers projects with meticulously developed folding sequences that allow the reader to create better models with fewer steps. Step-by-step instructions allow you to make more than two dozen breeds from the familiar Beagle to the more exotic Basenji. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 **$14.95**

- **6723561 HOUSE TARGANYEN DRAGON: Game of Thrones**, By Steve Wintervcroft. Inspired by the sigil from the award winning TV series, this volume contains a full-size 3D Targaryen Dragon mask and wall mount. Assemble it yourself from the beautifully illustrated push-out pieces, then wear it, mount it on the wall, or simply admire it. Bantam. 10¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 **$17.95**


- **6836361 FLYING Fun Origami for Children**, By Mari Ono & Roshin Ono. Clear instructions and photographs along with step by step details for watching super-jets, spaceships, and more come to life. Includes all the paper you need to make 12 zoom-tactical projects. 32 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 10/¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

- **9975837 PAPER HOME: Beautifully Unique Origami Projects**, By Esther Thorpe. Features 15 stunning origami projects for the home, with step by step instructions. Includes simpler projects to get you started, and many of the items require you to fold multiples of the same shape—an ideal way to practice your skills. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Pavilion Import. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

- **5743524 THE ART OF PAPER WEAVING**, By Anna & Lene Scheper. Originating in Germany and refined in 19th-century Denmark and Norway, this time-honored craft of paper weaving has been transformed by virtuoso crafters Anna and Lene Scheper. Here they get you in on the fun, offering 46 colorful two- and three-dimensional projects in six gorgeous, ornamental DESIGNED. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 **$6.95**

**KIT 452697X PAPER SUNCATCHERS: Make Beautiful Origami Stars for Your Windows**, By Christine Gross-Loh. Enhance any window with stunning sun-catcher origami! Includes 30 different origami projects using colorful, translucent paper, colors when light passes through their translucent layers. This kit includes a 48-page booklet with eleven different styles of origami, 25 sheets of glitter wax-coated translucent paper, and a glue stick. Sterling. 9½x8½. **$9.95**
**KIT 5987024 MAKING PAPER BOATS.** By Duy Nguyen. From a graceful catamaran to a stealthy submarine, the nautical projects presented here are easy to construct using creative origami techniques. This kit includes 50 sheets of preprinted origami paper, an 80-page instruction book, and a rub-on wax stick to make the boats water-resistant. $9.95

**584181X JAPANESE PAPER CRAFTING.** By Michael G. LaFosse et al. Learn to make your own Japanese washi paper, then create 17 amazing objects that are as beautiful as they are useful. Detailed how-to photos and diagrams guide you through making everything from traditional Japanese tsutsumi (paper gift wrappers) to contemporary boxes, stationery, and decorations. Washi. Illus. in color. 128 pages. $3.95

**6555491 WONDERS OF THE WORLD: 5 Models to Build & Display.** By Keith Finch. Comes with five pop out papercraft projects. You'll get hands-on as you build highly detailed renditions of some of the greatest feats of architecture the world has ever seen. Spend an afternoon with the easy-to-understand instructions recreating the Eiffel Tower, the Sydney Opera House, the Eiffel Tower, and the Colosseum and more. Illus. in color. Chartwell. 8¼x11 1/2%. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

**5978563 DINO-GAMI: 20 Origami Projects.** By Joost Langeveld. Create your own prehistoric world using these 20 unique models of dinosaurs and other ancient creatures plus the specially designed paper included in this kit. In addition to step-by-step instructions, you'll find fascinating nuggets of information about the creatures you are making. Illus. in color. Thunder Bay. 8¼x9 ¾%. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


**5958382 DOODLETOPIA MANGA.** By Christopher Hart. Hart shows you all the interactive, artistic possibilities offered by doodling, designing and coloring. From original ideas and designs inspired by manga, the Japanese world of comics. Create crafts like bookmarks, stationery, and more, the opportunities for creative expression are endless. 160 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8¼x11%. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 PRICE CUT to $4.95

**5980003 THE ORIGAMI HOME: More Than 30 Projects to Craft, Fold, and Create.** By Mark Bolito. Brings together high-design origami furniture projects in one beautiful package. Accompanied by step by step instructions and full-color photos, these pieces cover a wide range of styles and accessories for each room of the house. Includes colored and patterned folding papers, 152 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

**5886463 KIRIGAMI MANDALAS.** By Tong Li Steinle. Using the 100 sheets of patterned paper, follow the detailed instructions, carefully cut out each of the patterns, and create all 35 stunning mandalas for daily inspiration. Fully Illus. in color. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x9 ¾%. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**5928265 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ORIGAMI TECHNIQUES.** By Nick Robinson. Learn all the basic folds and bases, from beginner to expert level, then put your knowledge into practice. Choose from over 30 model projects, all including step by step diagrams. The infinite possibilities of paper folding are sure to delight and intrigue you. Fully Illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95


**5974674 NEW ENGLAND: Make It by Hand Papercapes.** By Lee Bruce. 64 pages. Atira. 9¾x11. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**5783100 ARTFUL PAPER CLAY: Techniques for Adding Dimension to Your Art.** By Rogene Manas. 143 pages. North Light. 8¼x10 ¾%. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**6607276 MINDFUL ORIGAMI: Fold Yourself Calm.** By Mark Bolito. Carlton. 8¼x11 1/4%. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4614277 THE ORIGAMI ARTIST’S BIBLE.** By Ashely Wood. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.95 SOLD OUT

**5747198 CELTIC CALLIGRAPHY: Calligraphy, Knotwork and Illumination.** By Karen Ritchie. With instruction on how to draw letterforms derived from original Celtic manuscripts, and with step by step explanations of knotwork, borders, motifs and illumination, this guide will show you how to transform your writing into works of art worthy of medieval celtic scribes. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6732001 HAND DRAWN LETTERING: Draw Paint Print.** By Max Marlborough. Want to make letters that practically leap off the page? Reach for this creative guide to drawing and painting alphabets that will inspire you to use a variety of instruments, techniques, and mediums to create captivating designs. With easy to follow step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ford. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**6731090 THE ILLUMINATED ALPHABET. Text by Patricia Seligman. Create intricate decorated letters, and then enhance them with brilliant gilt and rich hues with the step by step instructions for recreating twelve illuminated alphabets including Celtic, Saxon, Gothic, Romanesque, and Modern Revival. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. £10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6733411 CALM CALLIGRAPHY: Practice Lettering to Find Inner Peace.** By Malieus. Learn the beautiful letter forms with step-by-step instructions, then refine your own personal style. Includes tips for copying inspirational words and phrases in the dedicated workbook section. Ease your worries, improve your concentration, and soothe your spirit with each stroke of the pen. HarperDesign. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6723565 WHITE WALKER: Game of Thrones.** By Steve Winder. Inspired by the sigil the award-winning HBO TV series, this volume contains a full-sized 3D White Walker mask and wall mount. Assemble it yourself from the beautifully illustrated push-out pieces, then wear it, mount it on the wall, or simply admire it. Bantam. 10¼x11 1/2%. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $13.95

**6723554 HOUSE LANNISTER LION: Game of Thrones.** By Steve Winder. Inspired by the sigil from the award-winning television series, this volume contains a full-size 3D House Lannister mask and wall mount. Assemble it yourself from the beautifully illustrated push-out pieces, then wear it, mount it on the wall, or simply admire it. Bantam. 10¼x11 1/2%. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $13.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/633 - 55 -
3606058 INDIAN BASKET WEAVING. By the Navajo School of Indian Basketry. First published in 1903, this guide begins with basic techniques, color and materials, preparation, reed, splicing, the introduction of color, principles and methods of design, and more. Describes a great variety of baskets and weaves from many cultures. Illus. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6732828 HOT KNITS: Fresh Macrame Ideas for Jewelry, Home, and Fashion. By Kat Hartmann. With over 200 stunning, full color images offering instruction, step by step tutorials and inspiration, it's a must have guide for crafters, artists, knotting enthusiasts, and creative types of all kinds. Guides readers through 18 cool and contemporary projects for jewelry, accessories and more. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

5929830 MADE UP: 40+ Easy Make-Up Tutorials & DIY Beauty Products. By Laura Jenkinson. Offers over 40 step by step and easy to follow make-up tutorials that can be mastered by anyone. Featuring recipes for DIY beauty products, this guide is perfect for anyone who loves to mix up their look with make-up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Harty Gray Import. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

4600227 MAKING BIRCH BARK A Magical Place with These 35 Beautiful Hanging Decorations. By Clare Youngs. Using a variety of crafting techniques from paper quilling to sewing to die cutting, this guide includes instructions for 35 inspiring and simple mobiles. Projects include a delicate seed pod mobile that will spin gently in your kitchen, a gorgeous snowflake mobile for Christmas and many more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

6573098 PINE NEEDLE BASKETRY: From Forest Floor to Finished Project. By Judy Motfield Mallow. Step by step instructions for transforming fragrant pine needles into stunning coiled baskets, includes information on drying needles, braiding, using different stitches, and adding embellishments with beads, seeds, wood, and leather. Color photos. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6654341 JUST BRICTH: Over 20 Projects for Adult Fans of LEGO. By David Scarte. Whether substituting for an existing plastic model kit part or assembly, making a master pattern for casting, or creating a complete scratch-built model, the range of brass fabrication methods and tools used are explained. A valuable resource for successfully building with brass. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x11\(^\circ\) $29.95

5852434 NATURAL SOAP AT HOME. By Liz McQuerry. A step-by-step guide for natural cold process soap crafting. Mostly utilizing liquid ingredients to create a variety of innovative soap blends, the author will put you in touch with your inner alchemist. From body bars to hair care bars, with wonderful advice on herbs and essential oil blends, you will enjoy a clean like never before. Fully illus. in color. 105 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5951372 MAKING CONCRETE POTS, BOWLS & PLATTERS: 35 Stylish and Simple Projects for the Home and Garden. By Hester van Overbeek. Create 35 beautiful planters, decorations, and gifts, all using concrete. The author offers an extensive section that explains what type of concrete to buy, how to use it, and how to decorate it. From there you can follow the step by step instructions to make chic concrete pots, bowls, and platters. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2690020 PLAIDTED BASKETRY WITH BIRCH BARK. By Vladimir Yarish et al. Details how to harvest this unique, renewable resource than can teach you how to attract more customers, stand out and increase your sales? This guide will show you how to build impressive botanical soaps. Covering both traditional cold-process and modern hot-process techniques, Berry teaches the basics, then offersique soap recipe, and much more. Includes 35 inspiring projects, each with ingredients and scents inspired by the forest, farm, veggie garden, and more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95


6359965 MARLINSPIKE SAILOR’S KNOTS AND CRAFTS. By Barbara Merry. Offers a step-by-step guide on using your own hands to create, adorn, and show off! With the help of Barbara’s expert guidance, you can create more than 30 ropework projects that will add a nautical touch to your boat, RV, camp, or home. Fully illus. 102 pages. International Marine. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

1909608 PLANKING TECHNIQUES FOR MODEL SHIP BUILDERS. By Donald Dressel. Presents a modeler’s reference for plankning wooden ships—both kit and scratch models. Here is a complete explanation of several different planking procedures. Fully illus. 138 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95
Holiday & Gift Crafting

6562205 ARTFUL HALLOWEEN: 31 Frightfully Elegant Projects. By Susan Wasinger. The projects and ideas lurking throughout this crafting guide will give your home a spooky, sophisticated look with just a touch of gothic creepiness. Try your hand at the Blood Sputtered Paper Bouquet; Black Lace Vellums; Button & Blood Spiders; Spooky Spirits Bottle Wraps; and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95


365 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.95

5851386 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS, BOOK 16. Ed. by Susan Ray. Share a handmade Christmas with your friends and family using the many projects and recipes from this delightful collection of holiday treats. Bake dozens of holiday cupcakes and cookies; quilt a Christmas Table Runner; crochet a Foxy Baby Hat; or stir up some Festive Caramel-Coffee Tassies. Includes tracable patterns. 160 pages. Oxmoor. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

6562206 50 RIBBON ROSETTES & BOWS TO MAKE. By Deanna Csomo McVieg. Presents a collection of ribon projects–some classic, some whimsical, some elegant—that will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. Each design features instructions accompanied by step-by-step illustrations. Try projects such as a beaded Ribbon Necklace, a Woven Headband, and a Spiky Bow. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

6719951 FELT-O-WEEN: 40 Scary-Cute Projects and Quick Ideas for Beautiful Decorations & Gifts. By Jemima Schlee. Deck the halls with pom poms! Fun and easy to make, pom poms are a great way to conjure up stylish decorations with maximum festive impact and minimum fuss. Includes 20 projects and easy to follow directions with photographs. Includes clear explanations of all the techniques you will need. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Grower of Master Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6718973 A VERY POMPOM CHRISTMAS: 20 Festive Projects to Make. By Jemima Schlee. Deck the halls with pom poms! Fun and easy to make, pom poms are a great way to conjure up stylish decorations with maximum festive impact and minimum fuss. Includes 20 projects and easy to follow directions with photographs. Includes clear explanations of all the techniques you will need. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Grower of Master Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


6688267 SCANDI CHRISTMAS: Over 45 Projects and Quick Ideas for Beautiful Decorations & Gifts. By Christiane Bellstedt Myers. Create stunning festive decorations with a Scandinavian flair using the step-by-step instructions included for a pretty miniat garland, embroidered tiny framed pictures, a gingerbread house and much more. Crafts include embroidery, sewing, baking and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5987097 CHRISTMAS CRAFTS: 35 Projects for the Home and for Giving. By Catherine Woram. Christmas project ideas to suit all tastes and styles. Project chapters include Decorations; Table Settings; Cards; Giftwrap & Labels; Edible Gifts; and a whole chapter For Children. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

5851554 SWEDISH CHRISTMAS CRAFTS. By Helene S. Lundberg. Explains everything necessary to make beautiful Christmas crafts with an authentic Swedish twist. From stockings and ornaments to table decorations and gift wrapping, the simple and elegant projects will appeal to beginners and experts alike. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

6534111 PAPER HOLIDAY: 20 Easy-to-Make Ornaments. By Daniel Stark et al. Bring a joyous holiday tradition into your home with 20 charming holiday ornaments that you can create yourself. Each project is pre-cut and scored with easy-to-follow tabs and slots so no glue, tape or tools needed! Make a snow globe, candy cane, Christmas tree, holiday wreath and more. Fully illus. in color. powerHouse Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

5851560 WRAP IT UP: 100s of Fast, Fun, and Festive Gift Wrapping Ideas. By Espen Markussen. Learn how to make all your gifts really special with this guide filled with striking effects that are actually very easy to make. Includes wrapping tips, a simple surefire technique for making gift tags, templates for tags, and decorating ideas to coordinate them with the package. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

5851562 SCANDI CHRISTMAS: Over 45 Projects and Quick Ideas for Beautiful Decorations & Gifts. By Christiane Bellstedt Myers. Create stunning festive decorations with a Scandinavian flair using the step-by-step instructions included for a pretty miniat garland, embroidered tiny framed pictures, a gingerbread house and much more. Crafts include embroidery, sewing, baking and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


SOLD OUT

6562205 ARTFUL HALLOWEEN: 31 Frightfully Elegant Projects. By Susan Wasinger. The projects and ideas lurking throughout this crafting guide will give your home a spooky, sophisticated look with just a touch of gothic creepiness. Try your hand at the Blood Sputtered Paper Bouquet; Black Lace Vellums; Button & Blood Spiders; Spooky Spirits Bottle Wraps; and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5851386 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS, BOOK 16. Ed. by Susan Ray. Share a handmade Christmas with your friends and family using the many projects and recipes from this delightful collection of holiday treats. Bake dozens of holiday cupcakes and cookies; quilt a Christmas Table Runner; crochet a Foxy Baby Hat; or stir up some Festive Caramel-Coffee Tassies. Includes tracable patterns. 160 pages. Oxmoor. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

365 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.95

5851386 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS, BOOK 16. Ed. by Susan Ray. Share a handmade Christmas with your friends and family using the many projects and recipes from this delightful collection of holiday treats. Bake dozens of holiday cupcakes and cookies; quilt a Christmas Table Runner; crochet a Foxy Baby Hat; or stir up some Festive Caramel-Coffee Tassies. Includes tracable patterns. 160 pages. Oxmoor. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

6562206 50 RIBBON ROSETTES & BOWS TO MAKE. By Deanna Csomo McVieg. Presents a collection of ribon projects–some classic, some whimsical, some elegant—that will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. Each design features instructions accompanied by step-by-step illustrations. Try projects such as a beaded Ribbon Necklace, a Woven Headband, and a Spiky Bow. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

587097 CHRISTMAS CRAFTS: 35 Projects for the Home and for Giving. By Catherine Woram. Christmas project ideas to suit all tastes and styles. Project chapters include Decorations; Table Settings; Cards; Giftwrap & Labels; Edible Gifts; and a whole chapter For Children. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

5851554 SWEDISH CHRISTMAS CRAFTS. By Helene S. Lundberg. Explains everything necessary to make beautiful Christmas crafts with an authentic Swedish twist. From stockings and ornaments to table decorations and gift wrapping, the simple and elegant projects will appeal to beginners and experts alike. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

5851560 WRAP IT UP: 100s of Fast, Fun, and Festive Gift Wrapping Ideas. By Espen Markussen. Learn how to make all your gifts really special with this guide filled with striking effects that are actually very easy to make. Includes wrapping tips, a simple surefire technique for making gift tags, templates for tags, and decorating ideas to coordinate them with the package. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

5851562 SCANDI CHRISTMAS: Over 45 Projects and Quick Ideas for Beautiful Decorations & Gifts. By Christiane Bellstedt Myers. Create stunning festive decorations with a Scandinavian flair using the step-by-step instructions included for a pretty miniat garland, embroidered tiny framed pictures, a gingerbread house and much more. Crafts include embroidery, sewing, baking and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
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